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Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP) provides visitors with over 500 kilometres of
maintained trails in the park's backcountry. The trails are used for hiking, cycling and
home travel. Over 200 kilometres of trails are maintained in the winter for cross-country
ski use. There are 21 backcountry campsites along the trail system (Riding Mountain
National Park 1998).
Parks Canada's Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada 1994a)
states that the pfirnary mandate of national parks is to preserve ecological integrity. It
also states that the national parks will allow appropriate visitor activities. RMNP's
Management Plan (RMNP Round Table 1996) and Ecosystem Conservation Plan
(Parks Canada 1997a) echo these objectives and further specify that the park will
manage its backcountry to maintain both ecological integrity and visitor experience.
RMNP management recognizes that visitor use of the park's backcountry may
jeopardize the integrity of both the resources and visitor experience and that a strategy
of pceventing, monitoring, measuring and mligating backcountry visitor impacts is
required. This report provides a frarnework for developing an ongoing backcountry
visitor impact management process. Steps in the process range from assembling an
interdisciplinary team to help determine the purpose and significance of the park's
backcountry through to development of indicators, standards, monitoring plans and
management action plans. Stakeholder involvement occun throughout the process.
The strategy involves initial implementation steps as well as ongoing monitoring. It
remains flexible and will likely undergo an initial testing period and a number of revisions
as monitoring reveals additional data that may signal a need for changes to indicaton,
standards or management actions.
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Throughout this study, I was pleased to discover the many people, both in Riding
Mountain National Park and in park systems throughout the world, who are dedicated to
preserving ecological integrity while encouraging park visiton to have satisfying
wilderness experiences. In this aga of dwindfing wildemess resources, it will be people
such as these who help preserve these precious resources for future generations.
The staff and management of RMNP are unquestioningly dedicated to achieving the
goals outlined in Guiding Principles and Operational Policies and in the park
management plans, however unfavounble politics and limited financial resources may
be. I would like to thank Steve Malcolm, Sharon Vanderschuit, Glenn Schmidt, Debbie
Kilfoyle and other RMNP staff memben for providing guidance as wefl as many fads
and figures throughout this study.
I gratefully acknowledge the guidance, direction and expertise provided by rny practicum

cornmittee: Glenn Schmidt, Backcountry Warden, Moon Lake Warden Station, Riding
Mountain National Park and CO-authorof RMNP's Backcountry Management Strategy;
Diane Kunec, Program Coordinator, Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment;
Dr. Michael Campbell, Professor, Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies,
University of Manitoba; Professor Thomas Henley, Faculty Advisor, Natural Resources
Institute, University of Manitoba. These individuals are dedicated in their professions
and were equally dedicated to their task of guiding th& study.
A sincere thank-you also goes to my family and friends who patiently stood by while I
completed this rather time-consuming endeavour.
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Chapter 1:

1.O

Introduction

Background

An increasing global population is resulting in rapid urbanization and resoura
consumption at unprecedented levels. The amount of land protected from these threats
is diminishingjust as rapidly. Politicians and other decision rnakers must strive to set
aside as rnuch wild land as possible in order to preserve the integrity of the world's
ecosystems. However, setting aside lands protected from extemal threats is not
sufficient. Wilderness managers are then faced with the daunting responsibility of
keeping the land and its inhabitants as wild and intact as possible. This is no easy task
given the popularity of wildemess recreation.
Wilderness Recreatlon

Wilderness recreation, defined by Hammitt and Cole (1998) as "activities that offer a
contrast to work-related activities and that offer the possibility of constructive,
restorative, and pleasurable benefits," depends on natural resources either directly or
as a backdrop for recreational activities.
Parks and wildemess recreation areas are popular with hiken, backpacken, honeback
riders, cyclists, boaters, canoeists and other recreation enthusiasts. In Canada, outdoor
sports (such as goMing, skiing, hunting, fishing, hiking, snowmobiling and numerous
others) are the most popular category of activity in nonurban areas (Environment
Canada 1996). Even areas set aside predominantly for protection are now being sought
out by visitors (Giongo and Bosco-Nizeye 1998).
The increase in demand for outdoor recreation has brought about new technology that
allows wildemess users to venture further into the backcountry, to stay for longer
penods of time and to try new types of activities. In fact, soma recreation areas that
were designed for the casual use of the 1950s and 60s are trampled under by today's
heavy use (Douglass 1982).
Participants in wildemess recreational activities often unknowingly engage in
ecologically damaging actions. Although most wildemess enthusiasts enjoy scenery
and wildlife. their actions can have selfdefeating consequences when they damage
soils and vegetation and disturb wildlife (Liddle 1975; Edington and Edington 1986;
Knight and Guhwiller 1995). These impacts challenge wilderness managers who must
provide recreationalopportunities while protectingthe area's ecological integrity.
Backcountry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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Riding Mountain National Park
Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP), comprising 2,976 square kilometres, is a smalt
patch of wildemess surrounded by land developed for agriculture. Located in western
Manitoba. the park is representative of the southem boreal plains and plateaux natural
region of Canada. The park, while protecting the unique natural resources of the region,
is the province's largest tourist destination and provides econornic retums from tourism
and employment. The park employs approxirnately 135 140 people during the peak
visitor season and approximately 70 people during the off-season (RMNP Round Table
7 996).

-

RMNP provides natural and cultural heritage and many recreational opportunities for
park visitors (see Figures 1.O and 1.1). Most of the park's approximately 425,000
annual visitors corne from Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Wasagaming, the park's
townsite, and other frontcountry areas are the most highly used areas of the park.
However, park management has expressed concern about the potential for impacts
caused by recreation in the park's backcountry (RMNP Round Table 1996). Over 90%
of the park is considered backcountry and is zoned as wilderness. Motorized access is
not penitted in the backcountry. However, an extensive trail system exists for visitors
who hike, cycle, ride horses or travel on horse-drawn wagons through the backcountry.
The park's backcountry receives several hundred visitors every year. Given that many
visiton spend more than one night in the backcountry, the number of penon nights per
year is in the thousands (Riding Mountain National Park 1998).
Ovenise of RMNP's backcountry is not currently a big problem but park management
does not want the park's ecosystems to suffer ftom the impacts of large numbers of
backcountry visitors like many other parks have (e.g. Canada's mountain parks). Wthin
the context of the park's broad management objectives lies the framework for the
development of a backcountry visitor impact management strategy. This study occun
within the broader context of RMNP's Ecosystem Conservation Plan (ECP). The ECP
calls for the development of a Visitor Activities Management Plan, containing a
Backcountry Management Plan and a Frontcountry Management Plan which are
currently being developed by the parKe Warden Service.

This study falls under the requirements of the Backcountry Management Plan. The
backcountry visitor impact management strategy for RMNP developed in this study
addresses many of the issues discussed in the Backcountry Management Plan such as
trail and campsite monitoring and mitigating backcountry ecological and social impacts.
A Recreational Study Group is cunently looking at recreational issues in the park and
BaekcUuntry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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Figure 1.O:

The Long Lake Backcountry Campsite, Riding Mountain National Park.

Flgum 1.1:

Central Trail, an old logging road, is one of the park's longest backcountry
trails.
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has been subdivided into smaller working committees, including a Backcountry Working
Group which will play an important role in implernenting the backcountry visitor impact
strategy.

RMNP offen visiton many backcountry recreational adivities such as hiking, cycling,
honeback riding, wagon use and camping. The number of park visiton that visit the
backcountry is low in cornparison to the nurnber who stay in the frontcountry. However,
there is still the potential for significant negative ecological or social impacts caused by
visitor andlor park maintenance activities.
There are other parks and protected areas throughout North America and worldwide
with signifiant backcountry visitor activity. Many of these have management strategies
in place that are designed to rneasure impacts on the ecosystem and on visitor
satisfaction caused by backcountry recreation and to prescribe preventative andlor
mitigative measures for areas under threat from undue impact.
Parks Canada (1994a) is committed to ecosystem-based management, maintaining
ecological integrity and providing visitor oppominities in al1 national parks. A
backcountry visitor impact management strategy will help park managers meet this goal.
The purpose of this study, therefore, is to develop an appropriate backcountry visitor
impact management strategy for RMNP.
1.2

Objectives

The following objectives will fulfill the purpose of the study:
1.

To identify and evaluate visitor impact strategies (Le. prevention, monitoring,
measurement and mitigation) previously developed and used in other parks and
proteded areas.

2.

To use the results of the above evaluation combined with RMNP management
plans. policies and management input to adapt a backcountry visitor impact
management strategy to ft RMNP and to recomrnend the neœssary steps in its
implementation.

Backcountry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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1.3

Methods

Methods for this study included a review and compaiison of existing strategies to reveal
alternatives available to be considered for RMNP's backwuntry visitor impact
management strategy. These alternatives were assessed and a plan appropriate to
RMNP was developed in consultation with RMNP staff. This involved adapting existing
strategies to suit RMNP's unique ecological and social conditions. RMNP staff will
implement and test the backcountry visitor impact management strategy.
The three main considerations in this study are:
1.
2.
3.

Park Canada's mandate for protecting ecological integrity
Visitor satisfaction
Budget constraints

The backcountry visitor impact management strategy developed for RMNP must
integrate and balance these considerations as described below.

Ecological Integrity
Protedng ecological integrity is Parks Canada's prirnary mandate. Ecological integrity
exists when an ewsystem's structure and function are not adversely affected by human
impact and when its biodiversity and supporting processes are likely to persist. Parks
Canada's policy framework, Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada
1994a) states:
aPmtectingecologica/ integnty and ensuring cornmernorative integrity take precedence
in acquinilg, rnanaging and administerhg hentage places and programs. ln every
application of policy, this guiaing principle rS peramount. "

Maintaining ecological integrity is defined as managing ecosystems in such a way that
ecological processes are maintained and genetic, species and ecosystem divenity are
assured for the future. By these definitions, human behaviour is strongly linked to
ecological integrity. Human activity within a protected a n a and in surrounding areas
may either threaten or preserve ecological integnty. Parks Canada will strive to ensure
the highest possible protection of ecosystems within its jurisdiction and will not permit
hurnan activities within a park that threaten the integrity of the park's ecosysterns.

Backcounby Vsitor Impact Management in RMNP
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Visitor Satisfaction

Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada 1994a) also states that,
while Parks Canada does not have a direct mandate for tounsm, it does have a part to
play in recognizing and supporting tourism's place in presenting an image of Canada to
visitors, in helping to maintain a sound and prosperous economy and in fostering
sustainable development that benefits local communities. ln doing so, Parks Canada
will provide national park visiton with opportunities that enhance puMic understanding,
appreciation, enjoyment and protection of the national hentage and which are
appropriate to the purpose of each park. National parks should provide essential and
basic services while maintaining ecological and commemorative integrity and
recognizing the effects of incremental and cumulative impacts.
Parks Canada does, however, recognize the need for control and management of
appropnate visitor activities. Public demand alone is not sufficient justification to provide
facilities and services that support visitor activities because national parks cannot
sustain the full range of activities and development which many visitors may desire.
These must only be provided if they meet several stnngent criteria that take ecological
and commemorative integrity into consideration. Generally, each park will provide
access and services which relate directly to the park's objective while a broader range of
needs will be met in the region sunounding the park.
Furthemore, Guiding Principles and Operational Policies defines visitor activity as an
educational or recreational pursuit that contributes to an understanding, appreciation
and enjoyment of heritage resources, and appropriate visilor activity as an activity
which:
is consistent with these policies and with the protection of ecological ancilor
commemorative integrity of protected heritage areas;
is suited to the particular conditions of a specific protected hedtage area; and
provides the means to appreciate, understand and enjoy protected heritage area
themes, messages and stories.
Budget Constnints

Despite Parks Canada's mandate to protect ecological integrity and provide visitor
opprtunities, the RMNP Management Plan (RMNP Round Table 1996) states that
Mure budgets will be less and, as a result, revenues must increase, operational costs
must k reduced and uwrs must pay more for services. This fiscal reality will challenge
Backwuntry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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park managers and other stakeholders to explore new and altemative ways of reducing
costs and generating revenue such as negotiating partnenhips with the private sector,
non-govemment organizations and other agencies.
RMNP management has stated that ecological integrity and visitor satisfaction are both
equally important and are couched in a budget environment. This is confirmed by the
park's vision statement (RMNP Round Table 1996) which states:
"RMNP should rernain repmsentative for al1 time of the southem boreal plains and
plateaux natural region of Canada. RMNP is a place where plants, animals and natural
features endemic to this area am allowed ïo evolve as free as possible. The broader
ecosystem, of which the Perk is the corn is seen as dependent for its integnty not only
upon the management practices within the park boundaries, but also upon the wise
management of the outlying lands and resources.
Public ~nderstanding~
appreciation and enjoyment must be accommodated and
enhanced by measures which mmplement and encourage visitors' interest in this
example of Canada's natural henlege. RMNP should be a place whem people go to
experience wildemess leaving it unimpaimd for future generetions. It should be a
place whem the mysteries of nature, of wi/dlands and wild animals can be studied and
explored. These living communities consfitute a significant educational resource. "

-

1.4

Scope

This study focuses on visitor impact management methods described in the literature
and used in other parks and protected areas in Canada and the U.S. and their
successes and failures where applicable.
This study analyzes the management of recreational impacts or other impacts direcîly
related to backcountry recreational activity and other human-caused impacts such as
those created through park operations.
1.S

Delimitations

The results of this study are applicable only to RMNP as each park and protected area
has unique visitation rates, activities and ecological conditions and, therefore, different
management oôjectives.

This study does not analyze frontcountry or townsite impacts. Results are based on
backcountry recreational impacts only.

Backcounby Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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1.6

Outline

This practicum is divided into six chapten. After the introduction in Chapter 1. a review
of the visitor impact management literature is carried out in Chapter 2. The third chapter
discusses current ecological and visitation conditions in Riding Mountain National Park
and the policy and management framework that exists in the park. The process
undertaken in the study is presented in Chapter 4 and this leads to the results, analysis
and discussion of the various strategies in Chapter 5. The final chapter provides the
sumrnary and conclusions nached during the study and recommendations to park
managers regarding irnplernentatian of the strategy. Appendix A is a sumrnary of the
backcountry visitor impact management strategy.

BackwuntryWsitor Impact Management in RMNP
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Chapter 2:
2.0

Visitor Impact Management in Parks and Protected Amas

Introduction

There is a signifiant body of literature related to parùs and protected area
management. Reœntly, the literature has included visitor impact management which is
necessary in parks and protected areas that have a significant visitor component and
the potential for ecological and social impacts caused by visitor activity. Recreational
activity in parks and protected areas has become more prevalent since the second world
war and many managers have noticed problems associated with increased visitation
rates. Many of these problems tequire complex solutions that cannot be dealt with
solely through regulatory methods. A shift in focus that now incfudes a combination of
social science and natural science perspectives in park management has occurred as a
result of these problems (Payne and Graham 1993).
Several concepts have been developed to deal with the problems associated with
ecological and social impacts caused by visitor use in parks and protected areas. The
United States (U.S.) National Park Service (NPS) and Forest Service have developed
many of the cuvent visitor management approaches but they ultimately come from a
variety of sources. Visitor impact management owes its origins to the carrying capacity
concept. Dissatisfaction with the limitations of this concept lad to the development of
several frameworks, al1 of which are in use in various North American parks and
protected areas.

This chapter presents the theoretical basis for visitor impact management as
established in the related literature. While the purpose of this study is to develop a
backcountry visitor impact management strategy, many visitor impact management
concepts and strategies may apply to both frontcountry and backcountry management.
Carrying capacity, as the original concept in wildemess management, is discussed first,
followed by the human use planning and management frameworks that arose out of the
canying capacity concept. Finally, an introductionto the nature of visitor impacts in
wilderness areas and various management techniques for dealing with these impacts
are discussed.
2.1

Carrying Capacity

The carrying capacity concept is central to the management of parks and protected
areas with a recreation component. It impliets that there are limits to the amount and
Backcountfy Visiter Impact Managementin RMNP
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type of human acüvity an area can sustain.
Managing visitor activity in parks and proteded areas involves both preserving
ecological integnty and maintaining the wildemess experience for visiton because both
are potentially sensitive to the use an area receives. Wilderness areas have limited
capacity to absorb the impacts of use and still retain important wildemess qualities.
Carrying capacity the use an area can tolerate without unacceptable change offen a
framework for managing visitor use to preserve these qualities (Pigram 1983).

-

-

The term carrying capacity is taken from ecology and also has roots in wildemess
recreation management. An environment's carrying capacity is its maximum penistently
supportable load (Catton 1986). Recreational canying capacity is the level of recreation
an area can sustain without an unacceptable degree of deterioration of the charader
and quality of the resource or the recreation experience (Tivy 1972). The concept has
both a natural resources and a social component, described as ecological and social
carrying capacity.

Eco/ogica/canying capacdy is concemed with the maximum level of recreational use, in
terms of nurnben and activities, that an area or ecosystern can handle before an
unacceptable or irrevenible decline in ecological values occurs. Social canyKlg
capacity is concerned with visitor enjoyment and appreciation of a recreation site. It is
defined as the maximum level of recreational use, in terms of numbers and activities,
above which there is a decline in the quality of the recreation experience from the
visiton' point of view (Tvy 1972).
Ecological Carrying Capacity
While ecological carrying capacity refers in part to the number of people that can use an
area, the severity of impact does not necessarily correlate with absolute numbers. The
spatial and temporal distribution of visitors to a site is another important consideration of
park management as is the site's tolerance and user behaviour. It is, therefore,
questionable whether lirniting use in order to increase canying capacity is appropriate.
Many studies point out that use intensity is a poor predictor of total impact. The season
and type of use involved are frequently more important in explaining impact than the
amount of use (Cole 1985; Kuss 1986). Any recreational use produces some change;
typically, much of the total impact found in an area occurs with only light recreational
use (Cole 1985). Thus, if a manager elects to allow a level of use producing little or no
change, it will be necessary to restrict use very stringently (Wagar 1968). Much of the
recant îiierature condudes that lirniting use is often not very effective.
Backwuntry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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There is also disagreement as to how, or even if, a site's carrying capacity can be
detemined. Several writers have wamed against the misconception that capacity levels
are somehow inherent or site-specific (Wagar 1968). Bury (1976) is especially critical of
the notion of a fixed recreational canying capacity for a site because judgement of what
is unacceptable in a site's quality is subjective. Canying capacity is not an
uncomplicated, straightfonnrard concept. The dynamic nature of ecosystems makes a
static determination of carrying capacity difficult, if not impossible, to calculate for a site
or region. The standards of ecological integrity and user satisfaction that are
established for an area and the specific area management objectives that express these
standards help define the carrying capacity of an area. Canying capacity can be
increased or decreased by management actions; it is not an inherent or fixed value
(Lindberg et al. 1997).
Social Carrying Capacity

Social carrying capacity is also a diffcult concept to detenine. Since user satisfaction
is a personal and subjective notion, it is the least tangible aspect of recreational canying
capacity and the most difficult to measure. Not only does it Vary between individuals or
user groups, but also for the same person at different times and situations. It is difficult
to establish when user satisfaction has declined to an unacceptable level.
Beyond Carrying Capacity
Research findings determined that user behaviour is more influential than the actual
nurnbers of users in causing impacts. This contradicted the basis upon which
recreational canying capacity was implemented as a use limit policy thus rendering
the concept virtually useless in backcountry visitor impact management (McCool 1990a).
Managers realized that what began as a strictly biological concept was not sufficient to
deal with the complexities of visitor behaviour and the resulting impacts. These
realizations and the evolving recognition that carrying capacw depends on social
judgements about appropriate conditions has resulted in a series of efforts to develop a
better framework for managing recreational use and its associated impacts. The
question about the carrying capacity of recreation sites has changed from 'Howmuch
use is too much?' to 'How much change is acceptable?'.

-

-

The new approaches, including the U.S. Forest Service's Limits of Acceptable Change
(LAC) framework, the U.S. National Parks and Conservation Association's Visitor
Impact Management (VlM) ftamework, the U.S. NPS's Visitor Expriena and Resource
Protedion (VER?) strategy and Pafks Canada's Vsitor Adivity Management Process
Backcountry W s h r Impact Management in RMNP
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(VAMP) attempt to provide a more comprehensive and systematic decision-making
framework for managing visiton.
It is important for decision makers to be aware of the dynamic. multi-dimensional nature
of the carrying capacity concept in order to adopt a balanced approach to parks and

protected areas management. The challenge facing wildemess managers in dealing
with carrying capacity is not to develop 'magic numben' that describe how much use is
too rnuch. Rather, it is a matter of prescribing what kind of social and resource
conditions are desired, comparing these desired states against existing conditions, and
identifying the kinds of policies and actions needed to maintain or restore the desired
conditions. Managerialjudgement is the key element in this strategy.
2.2

Human Use Planning and Management Fnmeworks

The five human use planning and management frameworks described below have been
in existence for less than 20 yean. Several researchers have compared and analyzed
the frameworks to detemine how well they integrate visitor issues in parks and
protected areas planning and management (Nilsen and Tayler 1998; Payne and
Graham 1993; Graefe et al. 1QgOb).
M i l e the specifics of each framework Vary, they al1 include common components such
as specific objectives, indicators, standards and monitoring. All require increasing the
level of explicitness in decision making on the part of managers and thus reducing the
amount of unchecked subjectivity in management (McCool1990a).
2.2.1

Recteation Oppominity Spectrum (ROS)

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is a management approach that identifies
a range of outdoor recreational environments across a spedrum while addressing both
ecological and social carrying capacity (Hendee et al. 1990; Clark 1987; Payne et al.
1997). The U.S. Forest Service developed the strategy in an attempt to meet their
mandate for outdoor recreation management and integrated resource management.

In Canada, ROS has been useâ in national parks to a limited extent (Payne and
Graham 1993; Rollins 7990). A pilot project in Pukaskwa and Yoho National Parks
tested a rnodified version of ROS with some sucœss. The project was done in
recognlion of the limitations of Parks Canada's Visitor Activity Management Proœss
(VAMP) which is an acüvity-basad management approach (See Section 2.2.5). The
researchers found that a modified ROS framework was beneficial in overcuming
Backcountry Visitor Impact Managementin RMNP
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VAMP'Sshortcomings (Payne et al. 1997).
ROS assumes that quality recreation experiences depend on the provision of a diverse
set of recreation opportunities. The basic framework classifies opportunities into six
categories: primitive, semi-primitive non-motorked, semi-primitive motorked, roaded
and natural, rural, and urban (Driver 1990). These opportunity areas can only support
specific kinds of recreation acMies and experienœs based on certain physical (e.g.
size), social (e.g. encounten with other people) and managerial (e.g. zoning)
characteristics (Payne et al. 1997).
ROS classifies facilities. management practices and visitor behavioun appropriate to
each type of recreation opportunity (Clark and Stankey 1979; Brown et al. 1977). This
framework allows for the devalopment of a management plan that protects sensitive
areas while identifying settings where visiton may achieve diverse recreational
experiences (Parks Canada 1986a). Specifically, ROS can assist park managers by
providing guidelines for:

taking inventory of the supply of recreation opportunities;
analping the effects of other activities on the supply of recreation activities;
linking user demand with avaifable opportunities;
identifying complementary roles for regional recreation suppliers; and
establishing standards and guidelines for recreation settings (Payne et al. 1997).
Steps of the ROS proœss are as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.
S.
6,

lnventory and map the physical, social and managerial components that affect
visitor experience.
Complete anslysis:
identii inconsistencieswith the three components mentioned in Step 1;
w
define recnation opportunity classes;
D
integrate with forest management acüvities; and
D
identify conflicts and rewmmend mitigation.
Schedule.
Design.
Execute projects.
Monitor.

The end produd of this process is a definition of the opportunity for experience expected
in each of the six classes, the indicators of the experience and management guiclelines
Backcounby Visitot Impact Management in RMNP
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(Nilsen and Tayler 1998).
ROS links supply and demand of recreational oppartwiities and can be easily întegrated
with other frameworks. The strategy ensures that park managers can provide a range
of recreation opportunities to visitors while striving to preserve ecological integrity.
However, the succeos of ROS depends on management agreement on the spectnirn of
recreation opportunities, the setting indicaton and their criteria.

The Limits of Acceptable Change framework has been described as an extension of
ROS (McCool 'I990a). LAC depends on ROS for the identification of opportunity
classes. but its theoretical basis departs from ROS qule radically in that ROS lacks the
public involvement component that is built into the LAC framework (Payne and Graham
1993; Shannon 1987).
2.2.2

Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC)

The Limits of Acceptable Change strategy was developed by the U.S. Forest Service to
balance the conflicting goals of recreational use and maintaining wildemess quality
(Stankey et al. 1985). It is a popular decision-makingframework for managen of
recreation areas (wildemess or othemise) (Nilsen and Tayler 1998) where carrying
capacity is an issue (McCool 1990b; Hendee et al. 1990).
Hendee et al. (1990) descnbe LAC as a planning framework that establishes explicit
measures of the acceptable nsource and social conditions in recreation settings as well
as the appropriate management strategies for maintaining andlor achieving those
conditions. LAC was designed to assist managers in meeting the challenge of
distinguishing between changes that are acceptable and those that hold negative
implications for ecological integrity and quality outdoor recreation experiences (Knopf
1990).

The LAC framework involves the use of value judgements to deterrnine acceptable
conditions in wildemess areas (Stankey et al. 1990). The strategy includes the input of
wildemess usen and other stakeholden in the decision-building procass. This
participative or w-operative management component of LAC allows those involved to
make modifications in response to acRial ecological and social impacts (Shands 1992).
LAC consists of four basic cornportants (Stankey et al. 1985, 1990):
identifying acceptable and achievable resource and social standards;
Backcauntry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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a

documenting gaps between desired and existing circumstanœs;
identifying management actions to close these gaps; and
monitoring and evaluating management effectiveness.

The LAC strategy consists of the following steps:

ldentify issues and concerns.
Define and describe management objectives/opportunity class allocations.
[dent@ indicators of resourœ and social conditions.
lnventory resource and social conditions.
Develop standards which define the limits of acceptable change.
ldentify alternative opportunity class allocations.
Identify management actions for each alternative*
Evaluate and select one alternative.
lmplement actions and monitor conditions (McCool 1990a; Hendee et al. 1990).
The LAC strategy is not linear in that Step 9 is not the end of the pcocess. Managers
should continue to identify area concerns and issues and amend management
objectives, opportunity classes, indicators, standards and management actions as
necessary (Stankey et al. 1985; Hendee et al. IWO).
2.2.3

Visitor Impact Management Framswork (VIM)

The Visitor Impact Management (VlM) framework was developed by the U.S. National
Parks and Conservation Association and academic researchers for use by the U.S.
NPS. It was derived through an analysis and synthesis of the existing literature (Miles
1995). VIM is designed to reduce or control the undesirable impacts of human use that
threaten the quality of outdoor recreation amas and opportunities (Graefe et al. 1984,
1990a, 199Ob; Graefe 1990; Payne and Graham 1993; Nilsen and Tayler 1998).

The VIM framework deals with three basic issues inherent to impact management:

a

identification of unacceptable visitor impacts;
determination of potential causal factors affeding the occurrence and severity of
the unacceptable impacts; and
selection of potential management strategies for mitigating the unacceptable
irnpads (Graefe 1990; Nilsen and Tayler 1998).

The framework consists of an eight-step proœss for meeting these objectives:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Conduct a pnassessment data base review to determine current conditions.
Review management objectives.
Select key indicaton.
Select standards for key impact indicators.
Compare standards and existing conditions. If a discrepancy is found, the
following steps are taken:
ldentify probable &ses of impacts.
Identify management strategies.
lmplement the chosen strategy.

These steps are followed by a monitoring process.
The VIM framework is similar to LAC in that it can be applied in a wide variety of settings
and applies a similar rnethodology to assess and identify existing impacts and their
causes (Nilsen and Tayler 1998). However. VIM depends more on professional
expertise in its decision-making process than does LAC, in which public involvernent is a
key cornponent. Also, VIM operates at a site-specific level, rather than relying on the
regional focus used by ROS and LAC.
2.2.4

Visitor Experience and Resource Protection (VERP)

The U.S. NPS made a cornmitment in 1992 to develop a visitor use
managementicarrying capacity process that could be integrated with park management
plans. The Visitor Experience and Resource Protection (VERP) strategy was developed
to help park managers address visitor canying capacity and to adequately manage
visitor use. VERP was developed by incorporating both VIM and LAC frameworks (Hof
1993; U.S. National Park Service 1995).
VERP interprats carrying capacity not so much as a prescription of numbers of people
but rather the detemination of appropriate resource conditions and visitor experiences.
Resource impacts and visitor uses are monitored to identify discrepancies between
existing and desired conditions and to ensure that standards are not exceeded over the
long-term. Management actions are taken, when necessary, to keep conditions within
acceptable standards. VERP also provides a rationale that park managers can use to
explain to visiton why they are taking certain actions. Monitoring is also done to
evaluate the appropriateness of individual management actions and the overall
effectiveness of the park's VERP program (U.S. National Park Service 1995 and
1997a).
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Management zones are a pcirnary component of VERP. They identify how different
areas of the park can be managed to achieve a variety of resource conditions and visitor
experiences. Management action will depend on the prescribed conditions for each
zone (U.S. National Park Senfice 1995 and 1997b). Each zone has specific indicators
and standards that enable park managers to determine whether or not a park's
resources are being adequately protected and desired visitor experiences are being
ptovided (US. National Park Service 1995).
Steps of the VERP strategy are as follows:
Assemble an interdisciplinary project team.
Develop a public involvement strategy.
Develop statements of park purpose, significance and primary interpretive
themes; identify planning mandates and constraints.
Analyze park resources and existing visitor use.
Describe a potential range of visitor experiences and resource conditions
(potential prescriptive zones).
Allocate the potentialzones to specific locations within the park (prescriptive
management zoning).
Select indicators and specify standards for each zone; develop a monitoring
plan.
Monitor resource and social indicators.
Take management actions (Nilsen and Tayler 1998).
2.2.5

Visitor Activity Management Process (VAMP)

The Vsitor Activity Management Process (VAMP) was developed by Parks Canada and
academic researchen to provide effective interpretation and seMces to park visitors
(Rollins 1993). Parks Canada uses VAMP to prepare, integrate and implement the
visitor opportunity requirement of park management and service plans and uses it
together with natural resources management. VAMP is intended to aid in planning and
management of humanlenvironment relationships in the parks and in incorporating
social science input, along with natural sciences input, into park management plans
(Tayler 1990; Payne and Graham 1993).
VAMP identifies visitor characteristics and needs; evaluates visitor market potential; and
identifies, plans, implements and evaluates interpretive and educatÎonal opportunities
(Graham et al. 1988; Graham IWO). Parks Canada's Guiding Pnnciples and
Operational Policies (1994a) states that VAMP will be used to match visitor interests
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with the specific educational and outdoor recreation opportunities detemined for each
national park through the management plan and to evaluate effectiveness in providing
service to the public consistent with Parks Canada's mandate.
The VAMP framework revolves around visitor activity profiles which connect particular
actMties with the social and demographic characteristics of park visitors, with the
activity's setting requirements and with trends affecting the adivity (Payne and Graham
1993). VAMP, and specifically the visitor activdy profile, assess adivities in ternis d
their relationship to the four policy objectives for national parks: protection,
understanding, appreciation and enjoyment.

Steps of the VAMP strategy are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Produce a project tems of reference.
Confimi existing park purpose and objectives.
Organize a database describing park ecosystems and settings, potential visitor
educational and recreational opportunities, existing visitor activities and services
and the regional context.
Analyze the existing situation to identify heritage themes, resource capabitity and
suitability. appropriate visitor acüvities. the park's role in the region and the rote
of the private sector.
Produce alternative visitor activity concepts for these settings, experiences to be
supported, visitor market segments, levels of service guidelines and roles of the
region and the private sector.
Create a park management plan including the park's purpose and role,
management objectives and guidelines, regional relationships and the role of the
private sector.
lmplementation set priorities for park conservation and park sewice planning
(Nilsen and Tayler 1998).

-

Although the two frameworks are related in their aim of providing appropriate visitor
activity while protecting resourœ bases, VAMP'Sobjectives go much further than those
of the ROS strategy, especially in its use of marketing concepts and in its connections
with interpretation, visitor sentices and public safety (Graham et al. 1988). However,
Payne et al. (1997) feel that VAMP, an activity-basad management approach, is Iimited
by its activity focus and a-spatial nature. They ran a pilot project in hno national parks
and detemined that ROS helps alleviate these deficiencies of VAMP.
M i l e VAMP, like ROS and VIM, does not have a public involvement component built
Badccountry Wsitor Impact Management in RMNP
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into the framework, VAMP is beginning to consider the roles of stakeholders in planning
its services (Payne and Graham 1993).
Parks Canada policy states that VAMP will be used in park management planning.
However, not al1 parks cunently use this strategy. Nilsen (pers. comm.) states that there
was a loss of momentum and management commitment to the VAMP strategy during
the mid 1990s for the following reasons:
the approach was seen as too complicated and tirne consuming;
an era of management dislike for planning and processes; and
dismantling of the Visitor Activities function at the National Office,regional
offices and at the field level.
However, while the specifics of VAMP are not being applied as originally conceived - to
produce plans VAMP'Sprinciples and concepts are still being used to develop visitor
management plans.

-

22.6 Compatiron

The comparative analyses conducted by researchers on the above frameworks looked
at their infonation requirernents, their use of factors. indicators and standards and the
appropriate applications.
Information Requirements

The frameworks Vary in the nature of the information used in the decision-making
process and how it is useû. ROS uses technical models which require formal
information (e.g. natural and scientific information and professional expertise). LAC,
because of its dependence on public input. primarily uses informal information (e.g.
customary and traditional knowledge held by stakeholders) in consensus building
sessions but also requires formal information. VIM uses fonal natural and social
scientific infonation in a probbm solving context. VAMP requires both formal social
science information and informal information derived from park staff and other
stakeholders (Payne and Graham 1993). VERP, like LAC, includes a public
involvement strategy and, thetefore, requires informal information as well as fonnal
infonation (Nilsen and Tayler 1998).
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Factors, lndicators and Standards

Factors, indicators and standards play an important role in these frameworks. Stankey
et al. (1990) make a distinction between the three concepts and define them as follows:
Factors - broad categories of issues or concems (e.g. ttail conditions, campsite
solitude) from which one or more indicators can be identified that reflect the
overall condition of the factor;
lndicators - specfic measurable variables (e.g. soi1 compaction, number of trail
or campsite encounters) that, alone or in combination, are taken as indicative of
the conditions of the overall opportunity class or factor;
Standards - rneasurable aspects of indicators that provide a base against which
a particular condition can be judged as acceptable or not (e.g. one encounter or
less per day in a primitive zone).

The five frameworks Vary in the language they use and the degree of emphasis they
place on factors, indicators and standards.
ROS uses seven setting indicaton which represent aspects of recreation settings that
facilitate a range of experiences that can be influenced by managers:

access;
remoteness;
visual characteristics;
site management;
visitor management;
social encounters; and
visitor impacts.
Factors in the LAC strategy depend on issues identified during the fint step in the
process. These include resource facton, such as trail or campsite conditions and
wildlife populations, and social facton, such as solitude and conflicts. Standards in the
LAC framework are the measurabk aspects of the indicators and are the basis for
judging whether a condition is acceptable or not. Standards describe acceptable and
appropriate conditions for each indicator in each oppominity class.

lndicators of impact used in the VIM strategy include physical impacts such as soi1
density and compaction, number and size of fire rings and visible erosion; biological
impacts such as ground-cover density and loss of ground cover, diversity and
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composition of plant species; presence or absence of indicator species and reproduction
sucœss; and social impacts such as number of encounters. visitor perception of
crowding and visitor satisfaction. Standards are established for each indicator based on
the management objectives that specify acceptable limits or appropriate levels for the
impact.
Factors considered in VERP include park planning statements, primary interpretation
themes, visitor exparience opportunities and management zones. And factors that are
wnsidered in developing indicators and standards in VAMP include visitor activity and
stakeholder profiles, existing legislation and policy and interpretationtherne presentation
(Nilsen and Tayler 1998).
Applications

The frameworks Vary in the appropriateness of their application to various contexts or
settings (Nilsen and Tayler 1998) based in part on the tangible product that results from
the process (Payne and Graham 1993). ROSI which yields a mapped identification of
regional recreation settings which rnay be combined with information about demand, is
appropriate for regional settings such as national parks. LAC produces wildemess area
plans which can be applied to any natural area used for outdoor recreation such as
scenic n'vers and historic sites. While VIM does provide for the identification of a
problern and its cause(s), the detemination of a relevant standard to be maintained and
the management response to eliminate the problem, it does not produce strategies to
allocate recreation settings. VIM does, however, produce action plans which are best
suited for site-specific applications, such as campgrounds or trails. 00th VERP and
VAMP were designed for, and are best used in, national parks. However, VAMP, which
produces visitor activity profiles and concepts and a data acquisition plan may also be
used for site-specific settings.
In general, ROS and VAMP operate on a broad scale with the purpose of detemining
appropriate recreational opportunities for an area. LAC, VIM and VERP are more
concemed with site-specific ecological and social impacts caused by recreational
activity. Wh& these impacts are relevant within the ROS and VAMP frameworks, they
are not the primary concem within these two strategies.
There are also differences between the three irnpact-relatedframeworks. LAC and
VERP are mon proactive in that they place greater emphasis on developing opportunrty
classes or management zones. On the other hand. VIM is somewhat reactive in nature
and is the only strategy which includes an explicit $tep aimed at identiiing the probable
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causes of impacts. WC and VERP both contain an explicit step that includes public
participation in the process. Applications of VIM have tended to focus on the
management of relatively localized impact problems. LAC, on the other hand, has
focused more on large sale wildemess planning applications (Graefe 1990).
Conclusions

Payne and Graham (1993), who did not review VERP, concluded that ROS and VAMP
are the two most effective visitor management strategies. They ranked LAC behind
those two because it may face intemal resistance due to its power-sharÎng nature. VIM
ranked as the Ieast effective of the four strategies because it treats visitors as the
source of problems and seeks to regulate rather than manage them. However, Graefe
(1990) stated that elements of VIM can be integrated with the other planning
frameworks.
Nilsen and Tayler (1998) state that there is not enough integration of the frameworks.
They suggest that each framework could benefit from a thorough review and integration
of the key principles of the othen. They also state that there is tao much confusion
surrounding the determination of which framework is appropriate for any given purpose
and that more research is necessary to determine the frameworks' effediveness in
maintaining ecological integrity and in providing wildemess recreation opportunities.
2.3

Visitor Impacts

The terni impact, meaning an affect or influence, especially when strong (Barber 1998),
can be considered neutral (Lucas 1979). However, when combined with the word
ecological it tefers to the negative environmental effects of recreational use. Likewise,
social impacts in the forrn of crowding, inappropriate bahaviour and user conflids may
occur in wildemess recreation settings. Ecological impads include undesirable changes
to soil, vegetation, wildlife and water as a result of recreation. In wilderness areas.
ecological impacts are regarded as more serious than in other areas because
management objectives generally require high levels of natural integnty (Hamrnitt and
Cole 1998). Most wildemess managers are also mandated to provide satisfactory visitor
experience and rnust attempt to alleviate social impacts as well.
It is important to note that there are exceptions to the above generalization about the
negative implication of ewlogical impacts. Some recreational impacts are intentional
some amas exist specfically for recreation and modifications are made to those areas
to accommodate recreational activity (Wall 1989). Although most other impacts are

-
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accidental, not al1 ecological impacts caused by recreation are negative. For example,
soi1 compaction around the roots of trees rnay benefit forest viability and low intensities
of trampling can stimulate plant growth. The existence of trails opens up forest cover
and allows more light through the canopy, thus contnbuting to an enhanced recreation
landscape (Pigram 1983). Furthermore, even among the recreational impacts that are
ecologically damaging, while some are immadiately obvious, others are only visible with
microscopes. Some effects have never been identified or studied (Hammitt and Cole
1998). Therefore, the study of ecological impacts caused by recreation can be as
complex and dynamic as the impacts themselves. In spite of the above, most
recreational impacts are negative and require prevention or mitigation.
Many recreation impacts are individually small but. when assessed cumulatively, are
quite substantial. These impacts have been viewed, often erroneously, as nlatively
benign, particularly when recreation takes place at low densities (Wall 1989). Research
has shown that even lightly used areas lose 50-90% of their original ground cover by
trampling which may Wear out vegetation, compact soil, acceletate erosion, kill shade
trees and reduce the amount of barrier vegetation (Douglass 1982; Parks Canada
1981).
The nature and severity of ecological impacts varies according to the amount and type
of recreational activity and a site's tolerance for recreation. Different ecosystems
respond differently to recreation impacts. Many ecosystems, including some in RMNP.
rebound very well while others are more sensitive to disturbance and take longer to
recover (Kunec 1986). As n u m k n of recreationists increase and the variety of
recreational types and technologies expands, environmental stresses on recreation
areas will likely intensdy (Environment Canada 1996).

Graefe (1990) lists five major sets of considerations that are critical to understandingthe
nature of recreafion impacts and that should be incorporated within any program aimed
at managing visitor impacts. These considerations apply to both ecological and social
impacts.
1.
2.

3.

-

Impact intenelationships There is no single, predictable response of natural
environments or individual behaviour to recreational use.
Use-hpact mlationships Most impacts do not exhibit a direct linear relationship
with visitor density. Use-impact relationships Vary for different measures of
visitor use and are influenced by a variety of situational factors.
Vaying tolemnce to impeds Not al1 areas respond in the same way to
encounters with visitors. Sorne species may benefît at the expense of others

-

-
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4.

5.

2.4

who are negatively impacted or displaced. The same holds true for various
recreational user groups. Some groups may enjoy high user densities while
other find such use levels unacceptable.
Activdy-specific ifluences Some types of recreational activity create impacts
faster or to a greater degree than other types of activity. The extent of impact
resulting from a given activity can Vary according to such factors as type of
transportation or equipment used and visitor charaderistics such as party sue
and behaviour.
Sitespecific and seasonable influences - Given a basic tolerance level to a
particular type of recreation, the outcorne of recreational use may still depend
greatly on the time and place of the human activity.

-

Direct vs. Indimct Visitor Management Techniques

Techniques used by park and protected area managers to deal with visitor use and
impact fall on a continuum ranging from direct to indirect. Direct management controls
visitor actions and indirect management alters factors that influence visitor choices.
Which management approach is appropriate depends on judgement about the amount
of tegulation necessary to achieve objectives and the effectiveness of various regulatory
or nonregulatory actions in given situations (Lucas 1983).
Direct management emphasizes the regulation of visitor behaviour. Individual choice is
restricted and there is a high degree of managerial control. Regulation is the prime
example of a direct approach. Types of regulation include:
increased enforcement (e.g. fines);
zoning (e.g. prohibiting use at times of high damage potential, prohibiting certain
types of activity in sensitive locations);
rationing use intensity ( a g . requiring reservations); and
restrictions on activities (e.g. disallowing campfiras) (Gilbert et al. 1972).
Direct management can also include 'strong suggestionsn. Persuasion, or "soft
suggestionsn, involves less pressure than 'strong suggestionsnand bridges the gap
between direct and indirect visitor management on the continuum below:

Dimct VMor Management

Enforcement
Regulations
Strong Suggestions
Soft Suggestions
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Indimct VMor Management

Design
Education and Information (Hendee et al. 1990)

Indirect management emphasizes the influence or modification of behaviour by
managing factors that infiuenœ visitor decbions. Individual visitors retain the freedom
to make choices. Managers exert less control over visiton and allow more variation in
use and behaviour. Indirect methods include:
a
a
a

physical alterations (e.g. campsite maintenance);
information dispersal (e.g. advertisement and education); and
eligibility requirements (e.g. entrance fees) (Gilbert et al. 1972).

According to Hendee et al. (1990), direct management should only be used when
indirect means cannot achieve management objectives regarding visitor activity and
impact. For example, when indirect controls fail to redistribute use as desired, a more
restrictive direct-action approach might be in order. Regulation should be used with
restraint and only after careful consideration of objectives and alternative techniques
and with recognition of the potential limitations on their effediveness. General
guidelines exist for the role of regulation in managing impacts and visitor experiences:

a

a

a
a
a

Do not regulate if effective nonregulatory alternatives exist.
Try to develop effective nonregulatoiy visitor management.
Explain regulations to visitors.
Regulate at the minimal level needed to solve problems.
Regulate at the entry level rather than at the activity level within an area.
Monitor problems and the effects of management actions (Hendee et al. 1990).

However, the notion that indirect management approaches are better than direct
approaches has been debated in the fiterature. McCool and Christensen (1996) found
the onedimensional concept of a direct-indirect continuum to be ovenimplified. In fact,
some managers have been unwilling to implement direct management actions even if
they are the only effective means of dealing with impacts (Cole 1995). Another
exception to the notion that direct approaches are not as effective as indirect
approaches is the fact that al1 Canadian national parks implement zoning (see section
2.4.1), a classic direct approach. Hammitt and Cole (1998) suggest that managers
evaluate techniques in ternis of their likely effectiveness and the burden they place on
visitors.
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2.4.1

Zoning

Zoning is a common direct management technique that classifies the spectrum of
outdoor recreation opportunities and the kinds of facilities, management practices and
visitor behaviour appropriate to each type of opportunity (Clark and Stankey 1979;
Hendee et al. 1990). Zoning is meant to preserve ecological integrity by proteding park
lands and resources with a minimum of human-induced change. The Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum can work with zoning decisions by mapping out opportunity
classes (Payne and Graham 1993). ROS is, in effect, zoning on a rnacro scale (Hendee
et ai. 1990).
In Canada. the national paiks zoning system classifies land and water areas according
to ecosystem and cultural resourœ protection requirements and includes the provision
of visitor opportunities. The system consists of five types of zones that reflect resource
conservation prioriües and the level of visitor impact tolerated (Rollins 1993; Parks
Canada 1994a):
Zone 1 - Special Preservation. Specific areas or features which deserve speciat
preservation because they contain or support unique, rare or endangered natural or
cultural features or are arnong the best exarnples of features that represent a natural
region. Access and use will be strictly controlled or may be prohibited altogether.

Zone Il - Wdemess. Extensive areas which are good representations of a natural
region and which will be maintained in a wildemess state. This zone consists of limited
primitive visitor facilities, limited numbers of users, dispersal of visitors and no motorized
access.

-

Zone 111 Natural Envrionment. Areas that are maintained as natural environrnents and
which can sustain a selected range of lowdensity outdoor activities with a minimum of
facilities. Non-motorked access is preferred.

-

Zone IV Outdoor Recreation. Areas that can accommodate a broad range of
education, outdoor recreation opportuniaes and facilities in ways that respect the natural
landsape. Motontad access is parmitted.

-

Zone V Park Services. Cornmunities in existing national parks with a concentration of
visitor senrices, support facilities and park administration functions. Motorized access is
pemitted.
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National park management must parallel each of these zones with the appropriate
management prescriptions. Parks Canada's Guiding Principles and Operational Policies
(Paiks Canada 1994a) States that, consistent with maintaining ecological integrity, each
national park may offer a variety of outdoor recreation opportunities which conform to
the zoning detemined in the park's management plan. These opportunities will serve
visitors of diverse interests, ages, physical capacities and skills so they can understand
and experienœ the park's natural environment.
2.4.2

Education, Information and Interpretation

Educating visitors is one of park management's most important roles. Providing
information about park services, facilities, rules and regulations and cultural and natural
heritage is a valuable management strategy that fosten awareness, appreciation,
appropriate use and undentanding (Parks Canada 1994a). Education should be the
first management action. More direct management strategies, such as limiting use,
should only be used if education fails to achieve management objectives (Jubenville et
al. 1987).
The main purpose of educational programs is to teach visitors appropriate behaviour so
environmental damage caused by recreational activities is minimirad (Hendee et al.
1990). Visiton should be taught that park rules are not meant to rnerely prohibit certain
activities, but rather to protect fragile or threatened resources (U.S. National Park
Service 1997a).
Educating visitors can help managers achieve objectives by influencing where visitors
go, what they do and how they do it (Hendee et al. 1990). Education can take the f o n
of infomtion dissemination Le. public relations and marketing efforts, or interpmtstion
providing essential facts about a park or protected area, its programs and facilities.

-

-

The primary purpose of information programs is to infom visitors of behavioural noms,
to guide their resource use and to explain why certain actions are necessary (Jubenville
et al. 1987). Even when these actions require regulation, education is necessary
because if visitors understand regulations they are more likely to obey them (Shah
1995; Hendee et al. 1990). In fact, a former U.S. Forest Service Chief said that
wildemess management is '80 to 90 percent education and information and 10 percent
regulationsn(Peterson 1985).

Examples of successful education programs include minimum-impacttechniques and
the 'pack-itin, pack-it-out" litter wntrol program. Informationshould also be available to
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backcountry visiton on redistributing use, wildemess values. eligibility requirements
(e.g. courses in wildemess skills) and fees. It should be possible. through education, to
reduce or elirninate ecological damage in campsites and on trails (Hendee et al. 1990).
Interpretation is the translation of an area's natural and cultural history into sornething
meaningful to visiton so they can undentand, appreciate and enjoy the area (Jubenville
et al. 1987). In doing sol interpretation also conveys park management policies to
visitors and promotes management objectives. The assumption underlying
interpretation is that awareness leads to understanding which leads to appreciation
(Butler 1993). lnterpretation should gradually sensitize visitors to the capabilities of park
resources so they can adapt their behaviour in such a way that impact is minimued
(Hendee et al. 1990). Survival of natural areas is closely tied to people's attitudes.
beliefs and way of life (Butler 1993).
lnterpretation can take the foliowing fonns:
penonal services (involve direct contact between the interpreter and the public)
information (telling visiton where facilities and opportunities are located
and how to make use of them); and
b
presentation (8.g. guided hikes, evening campfire programs).
non-penonal services
visitor centres;
rn
exhibits;
b

signs;

b

interpretive trails;
publications; and
school field trips to the park (Butler 1993).

b

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum framework and the Visitor Activity Management
Process both automatically include an interpretive component. The Limits of Acceptable
Change and Visitor Impact Management strategies can provide the opportunity for
interpretive services and activities but this requires a conscious managerial decision
(Pugh 1990).
Some general guidelines for the effective use of education and information include:
Carefully organize and design the message.
Provide clear rationale for rewmmended behaviour,
ldentify and understandthe audience.
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Time the message delivery appropriately.
Carefully chose the location for communication.
Select communication methods that fit the audience, message and situation
(Hendee et al. 1990).
In Canada, the Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada 1994a)
document provides clear direction for the provision of education and interpretation. It
states:
*The long-tem success of efforts to cornmernomte,pmtect, and present Canada's
natural and cultural heniage depends on the ability of al/ Canadians to understand and
appreciate this heritage, and to personally adopt practl'ces which are sensitive to
hehtage and the environment This is encoumged fhmugh a variety of communication,
interpretation and outmach prugrams, and demonstrated leadershri, at the local, national
and international levels."

Providing visiton and prospective visitors with infomation and education is a highly
acceptable indirect management action. It does not alter the wildemess resource
directly nor does it regulate or control visiton. Visitors retain the freedom to choose and
their choices are made with more infomation (Hendee et al. 1990).
There are limits, however, to what can be accomplished through educational programs.
Vegetation will still be tnmpled and soils will still be compacted. Education is not a
panacea; instead it is a foundation on which to build a prognrn of other actions which
may include dispersal or use limits (Hendee et al. 1990). 60th regulation and education
can make visitors feel pressured into behaving a certain way. The main difference is
that with education visitors retain the freedom to chose their actions without the threat of
punishment.
2.6

Prevention

While certain ecological impacts caused by recreation are acceptable, even desirabla,
as in the existence of trails and campsites, most are negative and must be prevented
andior mitigated. Prevention of impacts can be achieved by careful planning and
locating of sites and by good recreation management practices and administraove
policies (Douglass 1982).
2.5.1

Site Selection

Sinœ impacts will be minimùed on relatively durable sites, management should strive to
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locate campsites and trails accordingly. Durability is extremely site-specific and varies
from region to region but generalwüons can be made (Hammitt and Cole 1998).
Factors that influence a site's durabilw include climate, microclimate (including
temperature, aspect, air drainage, exposure, wind, rainfall and position on slopes),
topography, soils and water (Douglass 1982).
The existence of overstory trees and the soil's erodibility, drainage and depth are
important considerations when selecting a durable campsite for high use. Because tree
regeneration is low on campsites, they should be located in stands of relatively Young,
long-livingtrees that are not susceptible to disease (Ripley 1965). The durability of
ground cover vegetation is much less important because, with heavy use, even resistant
ground cover is unlikely to survive. Sites with relatively deep soils and a wide mix of
particle sires (e.g. loams) and at least a moderate amount of organic matter should be
seleded because they have good drainage and less problems with flooding or excessive
ninoff and, therefore, less erosion potential. Pfimaflly organic soils should be avoided.
However, thick organic horizons minimize the exposure of mineral soils that results from
campsite use (Leonard et al. 1981).
Important environmental factors affecting tnil durability include topography and
erodibility. The slope of the trail and th8 extent to which the trail intercepts ninoff from
upslope are particularly important. Trails with steep slopes are likely to deteriorate
rapidly unless steps are taken to control erosion. On the other hand, trails with no slope
may have drainage problems depending on soi1 type and the level of seasonal
precipitation (Kunec pers. comm.). Tbe best trail locations a n on slight grades, on side
hills where water will not be diverted ont0 the trail (Coleman 1981).
2.5.2

Site Construction

Where suitably durable locations cannot be found for trails, engineering techniques such
as switchbacks, culverts, bridges, water bars and stepping stones prevent water from
ninning down trails, thus avoiding potential erosion probfems (Proudman 1977).
Water ban and steps control erosion and should k part of the original trail construction
in order to be effective. They will be much less effective once substantial amounts of
erosion have occurred. Water bars, made of wood or stone, are orientad at an angle to
the trail and divert water off the tread. Steps are oriented perpendicular to the slope;
they slow water down and hold soil. Both are placed closer together and bewme more
important with increases in slope, the arnount of water on the tread and soi1 instabilw.
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There are also construction methads that prevent excessive impacts on campsites and
picnic sites. Areas that receive concentrated use can be surfaced and facilities that
shield the resourœ such as tent pads, shelters. fire grates and toilets can be
constructed. However, the mandate of wildemess management rnay prevent this type
of surfacing in some areas (Hammitt and Cole 1998).
Silvicultural treatments of overstory vegetation; ether before, during or after site
development, rnay improve campsites. Treatments done prior to development such as
thinning, sanitation cutting or clear cutting rnay increase the vigour of the trees
depending on the tree species and other site characteristics (Jubenville et al. 1987). It
is important to note that while some species require full sun and would benefit from this
practice, others require shade to geminate (Kunec pers. comm.). Successive
treatments during and after development are based on need, as detennined through
monitoring (Jubenville et al. 1987).
Mowing trails and campsites is another site construction and maintenance technique
that is used to clear vegetation. However, this practice rnay affect the ability of ground
cover vegetation to reproduce successfully (Kunec pers. comm.).
In general, excessive engineering should be avoided in most wilderness recreation
areas unless they are necessary and appropriate and meet management objectives for
the area.
2.6

Monitoring

Monitoring consists of both measurements taken over time and the systematic
gathering, comparing and evaluating of data to understand how things work (Hendee et
al. 1990; Croze 1982). In parks and protected areas management. it fulfills both
functions. Data on ecosystem structure and fundion are gathered, compared and
evaluated for the purpose of tracking changes over time that rnay result in loss of
ecological integrity.
In ecosystems, not everything can be monitored. Selected indicaton are used to
demonstrate the state of an ecosystem, including changes over time. These changes
rnay identify trends in conditions that require new management adions depnding on
their causes. The effectiveness of management strategies can also be detemined
through this type of monitoring (Nepstad and Nilsen 1993; Hendee et al. 1990).
Monitoring of natunl resources takes place in most national paiks for at least one of the
following reasons:
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ongoing routine monitoring for management purposes;
short-terni monitoring to understand and resolve specific issues; or
research monitoring to better understand park ecosystems (Parks Canada
1994b).
In parks and protected areas management, problems requinng management attention
are best identified through systematic, objective monitoring of both ecological and social
conditions (Hendee et al. 1990). A carefully designed monitoring program provides the
kind of understanding that allows protected areas to be properly managed. Without it, an
area is less likely to suivive (Croze 1982).
The measurement of human activity is essential to ecological monitoring in parks and
protected areas because ecological integrity is understood in the context of humaninduced stresses (Parks Canada 1994b). Monitoring human use identifies and
quantifies trends in visitor activities, management operations and activities and identifies
potential ecological impacts. Monitoring thus serves as an early waming systern to
inspire appropriate management action and research (Tarleton et al. 1995).
Ecological monitoring of trails and campsites includes the acquisition of detailed
knowledge of their locations and conditions. Specific methods include:
visual estimates of impact (Frissell 1978; Parsons and Macleod 1980);
precise field measunments of conditions (Bratton et al. 1978; Schreiner and
Moorhead 1979); and
photography (to compare site conditions).
Monitoring trail and campsite conditions detenines trends and whether or not
management programs are working. The monitoring system should be based on written
standards that describe unacceptable conditions (Hendee et al. 1990). In addition to
monitoring ecological impact, quality of the visitor experience can also be evaluated by
monitoring encounter levek on trails, campsite solitude and visitor satisfaction.
Management must also monitor the causes of the ecological and social impacts of
visitor activity. For example, the number of visitors or motor vehicles entering the park
each year or the tonnes of gaibage ptoduced each year in the park provide valuable
measurements of visitation trends and associated impacts (Tarleton et al. 1995).
M i l e the measurement of hurnan adMty Ri parks and protected amas is essential to
ecological monitoring, management follow-up and triggers for action are necessary
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(Tarleton et al. 1995). Croze (1982) states that monitoring is:

#...a p m s s of data gatherïng which should, uttimately.,produce enough information to
be able to control the situation and manage wisely whatever system we happen to be
monitoring."
In parks and protected areas, managers cannot simply collect the data; they must
translate the raw data on conditions and trends into the reduction or elirnination of
negative ecological and social impacts of both visitor and management actions.
2.7

Mitigation

Mitigation techniques are us8d once monitoring has detemined that impact has
occurred beyond the designated standard for a resource or visitor experience.
Management strategies that deal with the symptorns of recreational impact through
maintenance and rehabilitation, rather than those that attack the cause of impact, are
generally costly and neverending. Therefore, they should be complemented with
preventative methods. However, there are situations where mitigative techniques are a
required element of wildemess management.
Techniques to mitigate resource impacts include visitor management (e.9. diverting
visiton) and direct physical actions on the site (e.g. strengthening the site) (Edington
and Edington 1986). Social impacts can often be mitigated by the same visitor
management techniques used to deal with resource impacts.
2.7.4

Visitor Management

Visitor management involves infiuencing or regulating visitor behaviour in recreational
settings. It includes wntrolling the location and nature of recreational activity and
educating wildemess users.
In addition to locating trails and campsites on environmentally durable sites, managers
can control which sites are used at any given time or the number of usen at each site.
Methods include reducing or eliminating total use (e.g. limling the number of parties
entering the area, closing sites) or leaving amount of use constant while reducing the
amount of impact each visitor causes. This can be accomplished in several ways:
Use dispersal. Use can b spread out to avoid areas of conœntrated impact.
Use concentration. Conversely, use can be conœntrated in space so that only a
small propodon of the msource is aitered.
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Type of use. Particularly destructive uses are minimized or eliminated. For
exarnple, recreationists can be taught low-impact camping techniques.

Dispening use may reduce impact at highly used sites and can be achieved by:
spreading people out on the same numôer of sites but with greater distance
between parties;
spreading people out on more sites with or without increasing distance between
parties; and
spreading people out in time (Le. increasing off season use) with or without
changing spatial distribution (Roggen and Berrier 1981).
Concentrating use is another tactic that can be used in campsites and other heavily
used areas and can be achieved by:
reducing distance between parties without changing the nurnber of sites;
concentrating use on few designated sites whereby users are required to camp
on developed sites instead of using soma undisturbed area; and
conœntrating use in time (Cole 1981).
In addition to visitor management, these strategies can be implernented through site
manipulation. For example. use concentration can be promoted either by requiring
visiton to camp at designated sites (visitor management) or by using railings or rocks
and shrubbery to confine traffc flow (site manipulation). Generally, the best
management approach will consist of a combination of visitor and site management
(Hammitt and Cole 1998).
2.7.2

Site Manipulation

Site management involves manipulation of the site itself to influence the spatial
distribution of visitor use, to make the site more durable or to mitigate impacts that have
already occuned (Jubenville et al. 1987). Methods of site manipulation include
modifying or treating the ground surface at concentrated use points to prevent Wear or
applying silvicultural techniques to replace, repair and maintain vegetation and soi1
(Douglass 1982). Often, a balanced approach is the better than a single method.
Soil scarification is a technique that loosens topsoil to reduce compaction. This
proœdure is beneficial for severely oveniseci sites that have suffered frorn soi1
compaction, vegetation loss andior sheet erosion. The effediveness of other
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treatments often depends on scarification so it should be one of the first treatments
(Jubenville et al. 1987). However, there are varying degrees of scarification and care
should be taken to chose the most appropriate method for each site to avoid damaging
the lower soi1 horizons (Kunec pers. comm.).
Site hardening or shielding, the reinforcement of selected conditions or qualities, makes
sites more tolerant of impacts. Examples include paving, fencing or reinforcing the
surfaces of heavy use areas with grave1 or wood chips to minimize compaction, improve
drainage and prevent erosion (Parks Canada 1981; Farrell and Runyan 1991).
In actively managed sites, irrigation of soi1 benefits heaviiy deteriorated sites, especially
in dry climates. Aerial irrigation is the most comrnonly used method on recreational
sites. Adding commercial fertilizers to the soi1 to improve plant growth is another
mitigation method, but the effectiveness of fertilization depends on soi1 conditions.
Studies have found that the combination of irrigation and feitilization provides the rnost
increase in ground vegetation in campsites (Beardsley et al. 1974). However, these
techniques rnay not be suitable for wildemess campsites that typically receive little or no
active management (Kunec pers. comm.)
Exotic vegetation rnay be wed as a surfacing material, to stabilize soi1 or to improve
aesthetics. For example, turf grasses rnay be planted on a picnic site to replace native
vegetation that was destroyed by trampling. However, wilderness management policy
often forbids the introduction of exotic species since they rnay change native species
diversity (Jubenville et al. 1987; Kunec pers. cornm.).
Once trails experience erosion, modifications can ûe made to improve drainage. The
trail tread can be outsloped and drainage dips can be incorporated into the trail.
Outsloping involves building the trail so that the outer edge is lower than the inner edge
allowing water to drain off the trail. Drainage dips are short sections of trail built with a
grade opposite to the prevailing grade of the trail to provide periodic interruptions of
what would be a continuous down-trail channel (Hamrnitt and Cole 1998). Options for
trail drainage and hardening specific to RMNP can be found in Kunec (1986).
The durability of vegetation can be increased through use of cultural treatrnents such as
overstory thinning. As shade decreases, vegetation cover increases and the amount of
vegetation loss caused by recteation decreases (Marion and Memam 1985). Thinning
trees rnay increase the quantity and hardiness of the ground cover and the vigour of the
rernaining overstory treed and rnay improve wildlife habitat (Jubenville et al. 1987).
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2.7.3

Site Closure and Rehabilitation

Managers of wildemess recreation areas rnay choose to temporarily close sites to allow
thern to recover from impact. The sites can be reopened for use once they have
recovered. ûther recreational sites must be available until the closed sites can be
reopened. This is called "rest-and-rotationnof sites and its effectiveness depends upon
recovery periods of closed sites and how long it takes for impacts to occur on the open
sites (Cole and Ranz 1983). If recovery takes much longer than deterioration. there
must be many closed sites for each open site or the number of users in the area must
be reduced. Deterioration of sites that have received at least a modetate level of use
may take approximately two years. However, recwery periods are much more variable
and depend upon such factors as length of the growing season and moisture regime
(DeBenedetti and Parsons 1979; Thonid and Frissell1976). The unintended result of
rest-and-rotation may be an increase in the areal extent of impact and, therefore, total
impact (Cole 1994).
The permanent closure of some sites may be required to allow complete rehabilitation.
Reasons for permanent closure include excessive site damage that cannot be controlled
with continued use or a decision to relocate the site to a more durable or desirable
location. Cultural treatments such as watering, fertilizing, seeding or mulching can be
used to rehabilitate closed sites. However, introducing exotic, trampling-resistant
vegetation or overstory thinning to encourage ground cover are not neœssary if the site
is no longer to be used (Harnmitt and Cole 1998). There are five basic steps in
rehabilitating closed sites:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

Keep recreationists off closed sites.
Control drainage and erosion on the sites.
Prepare the soi1to reduce compaction and improve the organic matter content,
feitility and moisture content.
Plant the sites, where necessary, by transplanting nursery-grown plants or plants
from neighbouring areas or by seeding.
Maintain the plantings, if necessary, by fertilizing and watering (Hammitt and
Cole 1998).

There is a lot of Iiterature and many manuals available on site rehabilitation. Much of
this information is tailored to specif~cecosystems and should be refend to prior to
considering site closure and rehabilitation to ensue that the proper techniques are
applied.
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2.7.4

Mitigating Social Impacts

Many of the factors causing ecological impacts in recreational wildemess areas also
negatively affect visitor experience. Similady, many of the mitigative techniques applied
to reverse the effects on resources may also help alleviate unsatisfactory visitor
experiencas such as user conflict or feelings of crowding.
Limiting use in wiidemess areas is an often used strategy, dating back to the time when
the carrying capacity concept led managers to conclude that reducing use would have a
proportional affect on reducing bath ecological and social impacts. However, recent
research has demonstrated that this is not necessarily the case because the relationship
between recreational use and ecological and social impacts involves more complex
factors than simply arnount of use. Causal factors include type of recreational activity,
individual visiton' behaviour and desired experience, and durability of the site.
Managers must be sensitive to the many variables that affect the uselimpact relationship
and must clearly determine causal factors of impact prior to implementing management
action. Given the divenity of these factors, limiting use may only rarely be effective in
reducing or eliminating impacts. In fact, McCool (1990b) describes limiting use as an
intrusive action that contradicts soma of the very values of recreation itself. He states
that limiting use should only be used as a last resoit when al1 other tactics have failed to
mitigate impacts. However, Hammitt and Cole (1998) provide vanous tactics for limiting
use when that is the only rernaining alternative:
Limit entry to an ana but allow visiton free choice to move about and change
their routes and activities. This can be achieved through trailhead quotas.
Issue a limited number of p e n l s for specific campsites or zones throughout the
area. Spontaneous rnovement is then hindered because visitors are required to
stick to destinations they agreed upon before entering the area. However,
administrative costs rnay increase because wardens must patrol more widely to
ensure complianœ.
Require resewations. Visitors tend to accept this widely used method because it
allows them to plan ahead. A resenration system can be cornbined with a firstcorne fint-served technique (queuing) which benefits visiton who live nearby.
Issue limiteci permits sold through a lottery system.
Limit party size. This tactic can reduce potential for social conflicts since large
parties can dominate recreational facilities and can therefore contribute to
crowding problems.
Citations and fines for visitors who deviate from their itineraries.
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Limit length of stay by limiting the amount of time visitors can spend in an area.
This allows access to more parties.
2.8

Summary

Most literature on managing environmental impacts caused by wildemess recreation is
quite current and reflects the principles of ecosystem-based management. It provides
several basic frameworks which can be assessed individually or in combination.
Refemng to these frameworks has proved valuable in developing a backcountry visitor
impact management strategy for RMNP. A review of ecological and social conditions in
RMNP and management objectives pertaining to those conditions will also be necessary
for this purpose and this is done in Chapter 3.
The above review of literature related to this study represents only a partial sumrnary of
the current literature. In future chapten, the literature will be reviewed more thoroughly,
particularly park-specific documents from various parks and protected areas pertaining
to visitor impact management strategies. Findings were integrated when determining an
appropriate backcountry visitor impact management strategy for RMNP.
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Chapter 3:

3.0

Backcountry Visitor Impact Management in Riding Mountain
National Park

Introduction

The first part of this chapter presents the cuvent visitation conditions in Riding Mountain
National Park as identified in parkîpeclc literature and through discussions with park
staff and management. This is followed by a discussion of the policies and
management objectives goveming and guiding management of the park and the various
visitor management actions taken in the park. The final part of this chapter discusses
the park's cuvent ecological conditions.
3.1

Visitor Activity

RMNP is a major year-round prairie tourism and recreation area. Approximately
425,000 people visit the park annually.' The majority of visiton are from Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, but the park is considered an international tourist destination. There is
year-round access to RMNP but the majonty of visiton corne to the park between May
and September. A provincial trunk highway and a secondary road and trail system
provide vehicle, hiking, cycling and hone access throughout the park (RMNP Round
Table 1996).

Wasagaming townsite is the most highiy used area of the park and provides numerous
developed visitor services (RMNP Round Table 1996). The park's natural environment
offers the following visitor opportunities.
Summer:
picnicking;
backcountry hiking;
backcountry camping;
horseback riding;
horse-draum wagon riding;
cycling;
swimming;
fishing; and
boating.
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Public Safety Units
Rldlng Mountaln Natlonal Park

Figure 3.0:

RMNP Public Safety Units map showing trails and campsites (Source:
RMNP).
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Figure 3.1 :

Facilhies provideâ at the Minnedosa Backcountry Campsite (picnic tables,
fire pit, firewood supply).

Figum 3.2:

Privy at the Minnedosa BackcountryCampsite.
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Figure 3.3:

Water supply at the Minnedosa Backcountry Campsite.

Figure 3.4:

Bear-proof food storage boxes at the Minnedosa Backcountry Campsite.
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Figum 3.5:

Hitching rail a?the Minnedosa Backwuntry Campsite.

Figum 3.6:

Home corral at the Whitewater Lake Backcountry Campsite.
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snowshoeing;
crosswcountryskiing; and
alpine çkiing (RMNP Round Table 1996).
3.1.1

Backcountry Visitor Activity

RMNP offers visiton more than 50 trails, including 20 backcountry trails. All
backcountry trails allow hiking. All but one also allow horse riders and ail allow cycling
except for two that restrict cycling on some portions of the trail. The unique experience
of horse-drawn wagons is allowed on nine trails. There are 15 trails that allow winter
skiing. Figure 3.0 is a map of RMNP showing trails and campsites.

There are 21 backcountry campsites which are provided with picnic tables, fire pits, a
firewood supply, privies, water pumps and b a r proof food storage boxes (see Figures
3.1-3.4). Many also have home hitching rails andlor corrals (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6).
Backcountry campsite usen can register to camp in groups. There can be up to 25
hones in one group and up to three wagons. There are currently eight campsites that
allow wagons, 12 that allow horses, 19 that allow cyclists and 19 that allow hiken. Two
of the campsites were developed for hone users. The combined capacities for the
various backcountry campsites for 1998 and the changes to be implemented during the
1999 season are as follows:

Wagons
Groups
Horses
People
The reductions in campsite capacities were recommended by RMNP backcountry
wardens and approved by the Backcountry Working Group with the intent to improve
visitor experience by reducing the number of people at each campsite and to reduce
damage caused to sites by homes. In particular, the wardens recommended allowing
fewer horses to camp ovemight in campsites that have hitching rails but no corral.
Hones sometimes chew the hitching rails and paw the ground when tied to the rails.
Also, horse users sometimes tie horses to trees rather than tie them to a rail next to
another horse. The wardens recornmended eliminating wagons on one trail which is
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RMNP BickcountryCamper NigW 1976 1998

Figura 3.7:

RMNP backcountry camping trend from 1976 to 1998 (Source: RMNP).
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Figure 3.8:

RMNP backcountry campsite use from 1993 to 1998 (Source: RMNP).
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virtually impassible when wet and the wagons tend to cause ruts on the trail (Kilfoyle
pers. comm.).
All backcountry campers must register by completing a Park Use Permit which details
the campers' itinerary. The permit indicates the numbar of people in the party and the
number of horses, wagons or bikes if applicable. Campers must also indicate what type
of equiprnent they are using and whether they are first time users or not. The
information provided on the Park Use Permit can be used by park management to keep
detailed visitor use statistics. This information can also be used to gauge the nature of
the adivities users are engaging in to determine which activities rnay be causing
impacts.
Beginning with the 1999 season, RMNP backcountry users are reguired to pay a fee
(Riding Mountain National Park 1998). RMNP is one of the last national parks to
implement a backcountry user fee (Schmidt pers. comm.).
Figure 3.7 depicts the trend in backcountry campground visitation rates in RMNP over a
22-year period. The trend shows a lot of variations in visitaüon rates over the years.
Some of the lower numbers can be explained by poor weather while some are
unexplained. Unfortunately, this data is not entirely reliable because of changes in
reporting methods. Backcountry registration used to be done through the warden
stations and was less reliable. Cunently, al1 registration is done through a cal1 centre
(Schmidt pers. comm.).
Backcountry camping has increased significantly in RMNP in the last 20 yean, from
under IO00 penon nights during the late 1970s and early 1980s to as high as 3000
during 1997. H i l e the person nights per year may rise or fall signircantly from year to
year due to weather or other unknown factors, the trend in backcountry camping has
been steadily increasing. Park permit statistics show that M 1998 there were 2,877
backcountry camper nights in the park. The breakdown between different user types
(e.g. hikers, cyclists, home users, wagons) indicates that hone use is the rnost popular
method of travelling the backcountry, followed by hiking and cycling. Figure 3.8 depids
levels of use of various backcountry campsites fiom 1993-1998.
People living near the park have expressed a desire for nndom or primitive camping
(Le. camping in nondesignated sites). However, while randorn camping has not
traditionally baen allowed in the park, it m'Il be allowed in RMNP's wildemess areas in
1999 on a trial basis (Kilfoyle pers. comm.; Schmidt pers. comm.).
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3.1.2

Visitor Profiles

Visitors are a primary cause of impacts to parks and protected areas resources and
research suggests that such impacts are a function of visitor behaviour (Le. activities,
spatial and temporal use patterns) in addition to resources characteristics (Hammitt and
Cole 1998).
Visitor profiles are available for various backcountry user groups in Canada as well as
more specific information for usen in RMNP. These profiles provide information on the
numbers, preferences and typical behaviour of these users. M i l e this information is
somewhat dated and incomplete, it may prove valuable for park managers who are
mandated to provide a satisfying backcountry experience to these users white protecting
ecological integflty.
Visitor Profiles for Canada

Hikers
Research has shown that most hikers:
are well-educated and receptive to new ideas;
prefer little regimentation and limited facility development yet dislike deteriorated
facilities;
dislike excessively crowded areas and encountering large groups of homes;
dislike hiking for a long time to reach a site easily accessible by other means of
transportation;
prefer areas with scenic views and a variety of terrain and vegetation; and
dislike a full canopy of trees, very dense vegetation.
It is well known that conflict exists between hikers and home users. This confiict
appean to be at least partially related to tnil conditions in that most hiken, will accept a
certain level of home use if traits are well maintained (Beswick 1983; D'Amore 1985;
Haliburton 1985).

T'al Cyclists
Trail cydists can be divided into two groups:
1.
2.

Hikers wishing to increase their access into wildemess areas; and
Bicycle tourists wishing to increase th& recreational expariences as well as their
geographic range.
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Figum 3.9:

Hikers on the Manitoba Eswpment (Source: RMNP).

Figure 3.10: A group of horse users travelling together (Source: RMNP).
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The Crst group appean to be the largest (Hollingshead 1984; Bronson 1985; Parks
Canada 1986b).
Home Users
Most home users:
are over the aga of 22;
have their own home; and
have an annual income of over $12,000 (Iles 1981).
Visitor Profiles for RMNP
Surveys and visitor statistics in the mid 1980s and the 1990s provide information that
can be used to develop profiles of the various backcountry user groups in RMNP (Parks
Canada 1987; Harris 1998). Results indicated that RMNP backcountry visiiors are
motivated more by nature and wildemess experiences than by the physical and social
aspects of the experience. While usen appear to be satisfied with trail conditions, they
are less than completely satisfied with the cleanliness of campsites, an attribute most
consider very important. Figures 3.9-3.12 depict the main visitor activities ocairring in
RMNP's backcountry.
Hikers
A 1982 survey of ovemight backcountry usen (D'Amore 1985) determined that:
88% were male;
8

69% were between 25 and 44 years of age;
32% had some post graduate education;
71% resided in Manitoba; and
82% were repeat visitors to the park.

Survey responses to questions on what motivated these users to corne to the park's
backcountry indicate that the users want a solitary and safe wildemess experience.
They are not seeking an adventure. Also, since 96% of the respondents indicated that
they would be willing to retum to the park, it could be wncluded that users were quite
highly satisfied with their park exparience.
Home Users
Both private and commercially outfitted riders use the park for day rides and ovemight
trips. However, the nurnber of ouffittem in the park has decreased in recent years as it
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Figure 3.1 1: Mountain biker on Central Trail, an old logging trail (Source: RMNP).

Flgurs 3.12: Cydists crossing a log bridge (Source: RMNP).
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has become difficult for thern to make money (Kilfoyle pers. comm.).
ComrnetciaI Home Users
Surveys results (Parks Canada 1987) detennined that most riders using commercial
oMttem in RMNP:
are from outside the local area;
are inexperienced riders; and
appreciate certain facilities in the backcountry such as privies, fire boxes and
picnic tables.
Most commercial outfitters prefer:
using backcountry campsites for rest stops on both day and overnight trips;
hitching rails or corrals for short stops;
corrals for ovemight use, espedally if several groups of riders are using the
same campsite;
access to water at campsites; and
clearing of more existing trails (e.g. warden patrol trails).

Sorne commercial outfitters would prefer separate horse camps so riders could set up
their gear without worrying about infringing on other, nonhorse groups in camp.
Pn'vate Home Users
Surveys results (Parks Canada 1987) detennined that most private horse usen in
RMNP:
are local residents;
do not have to trailer their homes far (if at all) to enjoy park trails;
go on day rides rather than ovemight rides; and
view riding as a social activity.

Local riders tend to know the park area nearest to thern and their personal history is
often attached to the park's history. However, because many of the old trails are no
longer cleared for use, some see the park as being closed to local home use.
TreI Cyc\ists
Similar to the profile for Canada, there appears to be two groups of trail cyclists at
RMNP those using a bicycle for easier access to backcountry wildemess experiences

-
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and those whose main enjoyment is related to the challenge of the bicycle on the trail.
This latter group consists rnainly of those who use bicycles in other ways for recreational
enjoyment or sport. They may or may not have used backcountry trails for other
activities before trail cycling. However, according to questionnaire replies, the majority
of ovemight users hike as well as cycle in the backcountry (Parks Canada 1987).
The number of day cyclists on backcountry trails is unknown because day users are not
required to register before using trails.
A look at use patterns of overnight cyclists during 7986 shows that more cyclists base
camp and spend their day cycling in the surrounding area than actually travel in a linear
pattern, using a different campsite each night. The present trail system provides long

distance alternatives for cyclists. However, the lack of loop traits creates a problem of
transportation to and from trailheads and limits some users to retum trips rather than
longer, one way excursions (Parks Canada 1987).
RMNP Backcountry Suwey
A survey of RMNP backcountry users was conducted in 1997 (Harris 1998) to gather

information on usen' demographic characteristics, priorities, satisfaction levels and
willingness to pay for backcountry use. Results included:
Most backcountry usen are between the ages of 35 and 54.
Backcountry campen appear to be loyal visitors who return often.
Hiking appears to be the preferred mode of transportation, followed by cycling.
Reasons for the visit generally relate to nature and the wildemess environment.
Physical and social aspects of the experience are less important. The chance to
meet new people is considered the least important aspect of visiting the
backcountry.
Few backcountry campen encountered serious problems during their visit.
However, the most common cornplaint was campsite cleanliness. Some usen
reported conflict betuwen home users and hikers. The percentage of users
reporting these problems was less than 25%.
Most users reported various campsite attributes (e.g. cleanliness, wildemess
appearanw, condition, location) as very important to their trip.
Most users viewd their visit as a fun, enjoyable trip and a recreational
experience. Less than haH reported that their visit was a leaming experîence.
Most usen were very satisfiad with al1 aspects of their visit.
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Backcountry vs. DayYse Profite
In 1993, in Colorado's Rocky Mountain National Park, researchen conducted a study
comparing the attitudes of backpackers and casual day users towards park
management actions, wildlife, and human impacts on natural resources (Flick and
Taylor 1998). The study derived the following differences belween the two user groups:
Bath groups highly value natural features.
Backpackers do not appreciate management features that make parks easily
accessible (such as paved roads and buildings) while day users do value these
features.
Many more backpackers than day usen value campgrounds.
More day usen than backpackers value well-maintained trails. Backpackers are
more likely to be satisfied with primitive, narrow or unimproved trails whereas day
users are more likely to prefer wide and Rat trails.
Backpackendo not appreciate management features that intrude on wildemess.
Conversely, day usen prefer improved trails, paved roads and lookouts, various
buildings and any other feature that helps them view large areas of the park
easily and in physical comfort.
Viewing human-habituated, roadside wildlife is not an important part of the
backpackers' experience whereas day users enjoy the experience and feel that
they are seeing animais in what they consider a relatively natural habitat.
Backpacken have a greater desin for pristine nature and solitude than day
users.
Backpacken are bothered by human impacts whereas day usen, who generally
spend more time in impacted areas, are somewhat desensitized to impacts such
as litter and home rnanure and accept these conditions as part of their
experience in a wildemess park.
Backpacken, bacause of their higher expectations, have more negative
impressions dun'ng park visits than day users do. This is likely because people
who visit a park casually and briefly, spending much of their time driving or
taking short day hikes, may enjoy their visit more than people who want an
active, wildemess experience.

This information may prove valuable to backcountry visitor management in RMNP in that
it provides an insight into the motivations, preferences and expectations of backcountry
users.
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3.2

Management Objectives

Management objectives are at least partially bas& on curtent ecological conditions and
visitor activity. They also depend on national park legislation and policy. The National
Parks Act, which was last amended in 1998, govems park management. Parks
Canada's Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada 1994a) document
provides policy guidance for al1 national parks and includes direction for many different
aspects of visitor management. In particular, the policy states:
"Parks Canada will use a variety of driect and indirect strategies br managing public
use. Examples of dimct strategies inciude zoning, rationing use intensity, mstricting
activities, and law enforcement. Examples of indimi strategies include facility design,
information dispersal, and cost recovety mechanisms."

The National Parks Act requires al1 national parks to prepare a park-specific
management plan and to review that plan every five years. A management plan guides
Parks Canada in the protection, management and operation of a national park. RMNP's
Management Plan, completed in 1996, contains a requirement to review the park's
Ecosystem Conservation Plan (ECP). This process was completed in 1997 with an
updated version of the ECP which identifies specific objectives, resource management
actions and specifc priorities for maintaining the park's ecological integnty and
managing cultural resources as components of the health of the larger ecosystem.
RMNP's Management Plan (RMNP Round Table 1996), ECP and other management
documents provide comprehensive guides to the policies and pmcedures to be followed
in the park. For example, the following objectives relate to aspects of visitor
management including education, zoning and tourismlmarketing.
3.2.1

RMNP's Genenl Objectives

RMNP's vision statement reinforces the park's general objecüves and states:

.

RMNP should remain representative of Canada's southem boreal plains and
plateaux natural region.
RMNP should be a plaœ where people go to experience wildemess leaving it
unimpaired for Mure generations.
Evidence of past use of the Riding Mountain area found within the park should
be preserved (RMNP Round Table 1996).

-

In addition, RMNP's management objectives are framed by the following ten principles
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outlined in Guiding Principles and Operational Policies (Parks Canada 1994a):
ecological and commemorative integrity;
leadership and stewardship;
new protected heritage areas;
education and presentation;
humananvironment relationship;
research and science;
appropriate visitor activities;
public involvement;
collaboration and co-operation; and
accountability.
3.2.2

RMNP's Specific Objectives

RMNP's Ecosystem Consenration Plan (Parks Canada 1997a) outlines several specific
objectives. The ECP lists a number of long-terni ecosystem management goals for the
park as well as the management actions and objectives necessary to achieve those
goals. These objectives include:
To produce a Law Enforcement Plan that deals with public safety and ecosystem
protection issues. Action required in meeting this objective includes a visitation
and visitor activity trend analysis.
To produce a Backcountry Management Plan that improves both ecosystem
protection and visitor management and exparience. The Plan will establish
methods and processes for collecting trail and campsite condition information
and assign responsibility for monitoring. It will set standards for ecologically
acceptable levels of visitor use for al1 trails, campgrounds and day-use sites and
will detail mligation techniques to attain those standards. Action required in
meeting this objective includes setting standards, detemining trigger levels and
data collection.
To systematically record and monitor the conditions of trails, campsites and
picnic sites (e.9. soi1 compaction, erosian, littering, trampling).
To assess and deal with the impact of roadways, trails and utility corridors on
ecdogical integrity.
To contain or eliminate invasive alien vegetation through a Vegetation
Management Plan.
To contribute to ecological integnty by effective communication of policies,
principles and plans through a Hentage Communications Pbn.
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To enhanœ tourism benefits in the region surrounding the park.
To ensure adequate public access into the park.

3.3

Management Action
3.3.1

Education

RMNP is involved in many foms of education, interpretation and presentation of park
heritage. Park management intends to use the current pmgrams and to develop new
ones to provide residents and visitors with the tools needed to behave sustainably within
the regional ecosystem. As previously rnentioned, education is a vitally important
component of managing visitor impacts on park and protected area ecosystems. The
Round Table States in the park's 1996 Management Plan that

-

"RMNP shouià be a place where people go to expedence wilderness leaving it
unimpaired for future generations. lt shouM be a place whem the mystenés of nature, of
wi/d lands and wild animals can be studieâ and explored. These living communities
constitute a significant educational resource.*

3.3.2

Zoning

Zoning is an important management strategy used by Parks Canada to rnaintain
ecological integrity and to direct visitor activities to the appropriate areas within the park.
Of the five zoning classifications in the national park zoning system, four are
represented in RMNP. Their objectives range from full protection through to intensive
visitor use. The zoning systern sets limits on park usage and provides a statement of
management objectives and practices (RMNP Round Table 1996). RMNP's zoning map
is depicted in Figure 3.13.

-

RMNP has four Zone I Spcial Preservation areas, constituting approximately 4% of
the park These include remnant stands of fescue prairie, the Shoal Lake Manh
Community, the Manitoba Escarpment and the snake hibernacula. Approximately 91%
of the park is represented by Zone II Wildemess. The perpetuation of ecosystems with
minimal human intederence is the key consideration of this zone. While motorizad
access is not permitteci, an extensive trail systern exists throughout this zone (Riding
Mountain National Park 1998). There are currently no Zone IIIareas in the park. Zone
IV Outdoor Recreation, approximately 4% of the park, is applied to limited areas
capable of accommodating a broad range of visitor oppurtunities. Essential services
and facilities are provided in this zone, but consideration is given to reducing impact on
ewlogical integrity. This zone includes roads, carnpgrounds. picnic sites, trailheads and

-

-
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three lakes that allow motor boat access. Zone V - Park Services includes the
Wasagaming townsite and comprises less than 1%of the park.
The National Pa&s Act (Parks Canada 1998b) provides for the designation by
regulation of wildemess areas within a park, consistent with Zone IIboundaries.
Because wildemess designation requires an Order in Council, any subsequent land use
changes in the designated areas would undergo a rigorous review proœss prior to
authofkation. RMNP management has expressed concern that certain wildemess
areas that are currently classiCiad as Zone I or II should undergo such a designation in
order to enhance protection of those areas.

3.3.3 Study Groups
In order to meet management objectives pertaining to visitation, the RMNP Round Table
recommended the creation of two Study Groups - a Recreation Study Group (RSG) and
a Tourism/Marketing Study Group (TMSG). The Study Groups' roles are to assist the
Round Table in completing aspects of the management plan related to recreation and
tourism/maiketing opporhinities in the park area. respectively.
The RSG will gather sufficient information to provide a complete picture of the park's
recreation facilities and programs and analyze the recreation opportunities cunently
available in order to discover any deficiency of opportunity or experience. The RSG will
then develop and advise the Round Table on the long- and short-tenn goals for the
provision of recreational opportunities to park visitors and the monitoring and mitigation
of potential impacts. The RSG's vision statement states:
There will continue to be a wide range of appropriate recreation activities in
the park. The impact of these facilities and activities will be mitigated so the
ecosystem is unirnpaired.
There will be opportunities for people to recreate in a natural setting tu gain a
feeling and respect for the environment.
There will be optimal presenration of cultural and visual experiences so as to
maintain a sense of continuity for the enjoyment of repeat visiton and
newcomers who seek the park's unique character.
The TMSG is mandated to pay special attention to the possible effects of Mure RMNP
tourismlmarketing initiatives on the integrity of the park's ewsystems. The group will
review. discuss and analyze existing tourismlmarketing strategies and develop a plan
that includes ecotourism opportunities.
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3.3.4

Backcountry Management

In RMNP's Ecosystern Conservation Plan (Parks Canada 1997a), the development of a
strategy for monitoring the condition of the park's trails and campsites is listed as a
management objective. The trails and campsites are currently monitored on an
operational basis for such impacts as soi1 compaction, erosion, littering and trampling.
In 1987, the RMNP Backcountry Trail Plan outlined methodologiesfor systematic
recording of trail conditions. However, this plan was never fully implemented. A
Backcountry Campsite Monitoring Framework was developed in 1994 and last revised in
1996 (Collen 1996). However, the park has yet to perform any formal campsite
monitoring (Vanderschuit pers. comm.; Malcolm pers. comm.).
Backcountry Trail Plan

This plan (Parks Canada 1987) develops trail standards and maintenance requirements
for each type of trail and campsite in RMNP in order to ensure visitor safety and
satisfaction and protection of natural resourœs. While each type of trail and campsite
(e.g. hiking, horse use, cycling) will have different standards and maintenance
guidelines, most are used by more than one user group. Therefore, the appropriate
standards are those for the activity dernanding the highest level of maintenance. For
example, due to the nature of the activity, the requirements for cycling trails are more
restrictive than those for hiking and riding trails.
Hiking and Hone Use Thils
Original minimum cleared width should be 8-10 feet (2-3metres) with a
regulariy maintained minimum width of 5 feet (1.5 metres), particularly in
areas of deciduous forest cover and hazel understory. Maximum width may
be reduced to 5 feet (7.5 metres) in meadow areas and through stands of
coniferous forest.
Mowing practices should limit the trail narrowing that results from hazel
regrowth by mowing to one side of the trail centre on each pass.
Trail tread should be welldrained and consist of a natural or hardened
surface.
Water running across or along trail surfaces should be eliminated by using
log, wood or stone water bars or ditching.
Corduroy, culverts, briâges or ôoardwalks will be used to create a dry su~ace
tread in unavoidable areas of poor drainage.
Maximum grade should be less than 15%.
Avoid grades of 25% or more.

.
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Adequate signage (in accordance with Parks Canada's Sign Manual) will
indicate direction and distances of trails and campsites.
Pit privies should be installed no less than 30 metres from a body of water.
Canying capacity (i.e. maximum number of campers per night) for existing
backcountry campsites will be reviewed periodically by the Warden Service.
Prior to any major terouting of a trail or initial trail construction. consideration
will be given to providing a minimum Iine of sight in dense forest or bush to
reduce the number and severity of unexpected b a r encounters.
Hiking Trails
Corduroy should be constructed from logs on site to provide a dry crossing in
large areas of poor drainage.
Raised and secured split log bridges should be placed to one side of the trail
to allow for the passage of trail maintenance equiprnent through smaller
areas.

Developed Hiking Trais and Campsites
Campsite facilities will include privy, fire box, wood supply, wood shed, well
or natural water source and picnic tables.
Creek crossings will consist of bridges or culverts depending on maintenance
requirements and the nature of the water body. Sites where natural
crossings are safe may not require any structures.
Trails and campsites will be mowed and brushed as needed.
Trails will be checked and campsites will be maintained at least three times
per season.
Primitive Hiking Traiïs and Campsites
Campsite facilities will include privy and natural water source, f i n box, wood
supply and wood shed.
Creek crossings will be located where no structure is required.
Areas where vegetaüon regrowth inhibits use of facilities will be mowed and
brushed every two years.
Trails will be checkad and campsites will be maintained once per season.
Trailhead and junction signage and blaze markers will be used where
necessary to ensure that tnil users can identify tnil locations.

Home Use Trails
Upward clearance should k 10 feet (3 metres).
a
Corduroy will be constmcted to provide a dry surface in large areas of poor

.
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drainage or where homes have widened the trail to avoid poor surface
conditions.
Corduroy will be buiit from pressure-treated planks or logs and secured to
stringers.
Logs will be covered with fiII to provide a Rat surface for homes and to
increase their life span. Pressure-treated planks may be covered or not,
depending on the availability of fiIl and how easily it can be delivered to the
site.
A soi1 separation blanket or textile should be used to ensure the corduroy or
surface remains dry.
Natural creek crossings are preferred, followed by culverts and bridges.
Developed Home Use Trai/sand Campsites
8
Campsite facilities will include privy, fire box and wood supply, wood shed,
well or natural source of water. picnic tables and corrals (preferred) or
hitching rails.
Trails and campsites will be mowed and brushed as needed.
Trails will be checked and campsites will be maintained at least three times
per season.
Primitive H o m Use Ttaiis and Campsites
Campsite facilities will include privy, natural water source. Cre box and wood
supply. Riden will be required to hobble or picket their homes.
Trails will be checked and campsites will be maintained once par season.
8
Trails and campsites will be mowed and brushed every two years in areas
where vegetation regrowth inhibits use of facilities.
Ttailhead and juncüon signage and blaze markers will be used where
necessary to ensure that trail users can identify trail locations.
Backcountty Cycling Ti&
No new trails will be provided for the sole purpose of cycling.
a
Cyclists should be able to pedal at least 80% of any designated trail.
Overall grade should be 57%. Short pitches of 15-20% are acceptable.
Maximum alevation gain for a full day ride should be 700 metres.
Cleared and maintained width should be 8 feet (2.5 metres) to allow for
passing and avoiding obstacles.
Trail tread should be welldrained and consist of small grave1 or compacted
soil. A trail should not have more than 20% of its length composed of mud,
large gravel, eroded or rutted soils, exposed roots or rocky material.
8
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Corduroy will be used to provide a dry surface tread in areas of poor
drainage or mud. Corduroy can be made of pressure-treated planks (with or
without CII) or logs covered with filt.
Culverts or bridges should be provided at creek crossings.
Water mnning across or along trail surfaces will be eliminated through the
use of log. wood or stone water b a n or ditching.
Vsibility should be such as to prevent a high number of accidents with other
trail users.
Length for an average day trip should be 15-20 kilometres, but the
oppominity to travel as far as 50 kilometres should be provided.
Developed Cycling Trais and Campsites
All backcountry cycling trails are classified as developed.
Campsite facilities will be the same as those for developed hiking campsites.
Trails will be checked and campsites will be maintained at least three times
per season.
Trails and campsites will be mowed and brushed as required.
Trail and Campsite Maintenance Guidelines
Trails with saturated surface conditions will not be maintained until they have
dned out enough to allow rnaintenance vehicle passage without causing
damage to the tnil tread.
Major clearing and brushing of primitive trails will be done after freeze-up.
Major backcountry ski trails will be brushed out annually.
Day use tnils will receive the most intensive maintenance, followed by
ovemight trails. Primitive trails will receive the hast intensive maintenance.
Maintenance vehicles allowed on backcountry traik and roads will be limited
to those not licensed for road travel.
Monitoring
Backcountry facilities will ôe monitored on an ongoing basis by the traif crew.
Environmental conditions along backcountry trails and campsites will be
monitored by the Warden Service.
At the time of this plan, several tnils and campsites were added or removed to the
park's backcountry trail systern. Also, the backcountry roads were in the process of
being pennanently closed to vehicular use.
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Monitoring the Riding Mountain Biodegion
In 1995, a report on monitoring in the RMNP bio-region was developed (Dubois 1995).
The report provided monitoring goals pertaining to ecological integrity and data
collection and discussed approaches to monitoring for ecological integrity using various
indicators. The report listed the following desirable properties of ecological integrity
indicators:
valued ecosystem components;
conceptual frameworks (e.g. stressfresponse ecosystem model);
extemalities (e.g. climate, air pollution);
early waming capability; and
reproducibility and objectivity.
The report also listed the following criteria for selecting indicators for monitoring:

clarity;
scientific credibility;
technical feasibility;
early waming capabilitylresponsivenessto change;
spatial representation;
flexibility;
issue orientation; and
multidimensional assessment: individual > population > species composition >
trophic structure.
Backcountry Campsite Monitoring Ftamework
This framework (Collen 1996) was developed for RMNP when it becarne evident that
backcountry campsite conditions were unacceptable and that monitoring and
management action were required. It is a tool to aid park management in maintaining
both the natural and cultural integrity of the park's backcountry campsites. The
framework consists of the following stages:
Review the cunent policies for backcountry campsite conditions.
Set backwuntiy campsle standards.
Establish criteria for backwuntry campsite evaluation.
Select factors and indicators that reflect backcauntry campsite conditions.
Conduct campsite evaluation and data collection.
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Recommend and implernent remedial action.
Monitor campsite conditions and remedial action.
Develop a communications strategy.

When the framework was developed, the intention was to evaluate backcountry
campsite conditions and the effectiveness of remedial action for two years in order to
determine the scope of the program. The monitoring prograrn was to eventually evolve
into an ongoing process. While this plan was never implemented, components will be
incorporated into the backcountry visitor impact management strategy developed in this
study.
Backcountry Management Strategy
The Backcountry Management Strategy (Riding Mountain National Park 1998) will
provide for both ecosystem protection and visitor activity management and will include
the following:

methods and processes for collecting trail and campsite condition information;
assignment of responsibility for monitoring;
standards for ecologically acceptable levels of visitor use for al1 trails,
campgrounds and day use sites; and
mitigation techniques to attain those standards.
The Backcountry Working Group is a sub-group of the Recreation Study Group with a
mandate ?O provide recommendations and input into the development of RMNP's
Backcountry Management Strategy and into backcountry operational issues. The
group, consisting of park wardens and managers and members of extemal stakeholder
groups, advises the park on the following issues pertaining to the Backcountry
Management Strategy:
backcountry use standards;
limits of acceptable use;
monitoring user impact;
ensuring quality visitor experiences;
communication with backcountry users;
volunteer backcountry maintenance and research programs;
user n d s foiecasting; and
trail maintenance.
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The Backcountry Management Strategy will focus on pennitted human activities in
Zones II and IV. The locations of these activities include all backcountry trails,
campsites. staging areas, parking lots, trail heads and the park boundary which may be
used as a trail. The Strategy's Mission Statement is as follows:
"The Backcountry Management Stmtegy will address and remmmend solutions to
backcountry issues in order to p m i d e meaningful, enjoyable and safe backcountry
oppotuniû'es to visitots of Riding Mountain National Park with a minimal impact on the
ecology of the ana.*

The Backcountry Management Strategy will deal with the following backcountry issues:

Ecological lntegtity
trail maintenance standards;
all-terrain vehicles;
impacts of wood supply provision and trail maintenance; and
ecological monitoring .
Provision of a qualify recmation experience
reviewing the trail systern;
camping opportunities (i.e. random camping);
fishing opportunities;
pets;
dog sledding;
facilities (i.e. cabins, shelters, picnic tables);
user confiicts;
trail signs and information;
reservation/quota system;
camping fees; and
communication (Riding Mountain National Park 1998).

The Backcountry Management Strategy has identified the following specific concerns:
Some campsites are oveniseci and are suffenng environmental damage. A
method of restoring these sites while still allowing some amount of use is
required in order to minimize ewlogicat impact, maintain aesthetic appeal and
allow continued use of the campsites. This issue ranked 1st out of 21 identifmd
issues.
Concurrent camping groups often lead to campsite degradation and a reduced
camping experience. Appropriate lirnits at each campsite are the recomrnended
ûackcountry Visitor Impact Management in RMNP
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solution to this problem which ranked 2nd out of 21 identified issues.
RMNP needs a monitoring system to assess and record the amount of damage
over time at each backcountry campsite to prevent campsites not already
suffering impacts from becoming degraded. This issue ranked 3rd out of 21
identifieû issues.
Backcountry user groups require better access to information on correct
methods of backcountry use in order to reduœ wnflicts among different user
groups. This issue ranked 5" out of 21 identified issues.
The c u m t backcountry prrnitting system needs improvernent. Backcountry
campen should be infomed of the use limits at each site before registering.
This issue ranked 6" out of 21 identified issues.

The backcountry visitor impad management strategy developed during this study will
address many of these issues and the BWG will be involved in implementing the
strategy.
3.4

Ecological Conditions

RMNP's Ecosystem Conservation Plan (ECP) describes the park and its surrounding
region as a biologically diverse area. The park's size allows many - but not all- normal
ecological processes to function, while the surrounding agricultural lands retain enough
remnants of their original habitat to harbour some wildlife and native vegetation (Parks
Canada 1997a).
RMNP's cuvent ecosystem structure was shaped by millions of yean of climatic and
geological forces, particulariy glaciation. The region's dominant topographic feature is
the Manitoba Escarpment the abrupt transition from the Manitoba Lowlands to the first
prairie level, the Saskatchewan Plain. The greatest change in elevation, approximately
365 metres (1200 feet) over a distance of six kilometres, occurs in the northeast corner
of the park. Glacial action, meltwater and subsequent erosion have produced a
hummocky landscape with many small lakes and some deeplytut stream channels
(Parks Canada 1997a). Features such as meltwater channels, morainal ridges, rounded
depressions and the relict beach lines that mark the ancient shorelines of glacial Lake
Agassiz iltustrate the work of Quaternary glaciers and fluvial processes in sculpting the
bndscape.

-

3.4.1

Spcies Composition

-

The overiap of three life zones grasslands, aspen-oak and mixed wood ecosystems
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Figure 3.14: Satellite image of vegetation communities at RMNP (Source: RMNP).
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occurs in the park. These life zones produce a unique and diverse assemblage of
plants and animals. An essentially complete natural food chain is present in the park.
Summit carnivores such as wolf, fox and lynx prey on species such as ungulates and
small mammals. Scavengers, invertebrates and bacterial agents of decomposition and
nutrient recycling complete the food web (RMNP Round Table 1996).
There are 57 known rnammal species in RMNP. All but two of these are native species.
The house mouse and the Noiway rat are exotic species. There are 6 known amphibian
species, 27 known fish species and 4 known reptile species. RMNP and the
surrounding region are home to over 250 bird species (Parks Canada 1998~).
As depicted in Figure 3.14, there are a variety of vegetation types in RMNP ranging from
grasslands and shrublands to various deciduous and coniferous communities. bur oak
forest and aspen parkland. Thete are over 700 known species of vascular plants in the
park (Parks Canada 1998~).
The lowlands and the escarpment slopes consist of a plant cornmunity dorninated by a
variety of deciduous trees, particularly trembling aspen. Hardwaod mixes of elm, green
ash and Manitoba maple with some aspen, bur oak, birch and balsam poplar are
characteristic of this community. The warm, moist microclimate and uneven-aged
stands promote a lush understory of herbs and shrubs.
The aspen-white spruce association of the boreal mixed wood forest, at various stages
of succession, avers most of the park. White birch and balsam poplar share the evenaged aspen stands while balsam fir and bur oak occupy north and south-facing slopes
respectively. Black spruce and tamarack grow in the wet bogs and jack pine persists
over a limited drier, better-drained area in the east-central portion of the park. The
understory is dominated by beaked hazel shrubs. Remnant grasslands are found in the
east and west portions of the park. The rough fescue prairie vegetation communities in
the central and western areas of the park constitute the more easteriy distribution of
rough fescue in Canada. M i l e some sites are resistant to succession, a lack of fire
converts many grassland areas to the shrub and forest communities of aspen parkland.
The park's ecosystems are made up of various landfoms such as rock outcrops,
valleys, slopes, lowlands and highlands which combine with soils and climate to create
the region's unique species composlion and ecdogicaî processes. This diversity gives
each of the park's ecosystems the ability to maintain itseif and to adapt to changes in
other components of the environment (Parks Canada 1997a).
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RMNP is home to several rare or threatened species. However, the status of most
plants and animals in the park is sketchy because there is a shortage of inventories for
many species and a lack of monitoring for those for which park management does have
basic information (Parks Canada 1997a).

Park management does not believe that any species of plant or animal have ever been
extirpated from the park since its founding. However, several species were eliminated
through hunting or trapping that occurred between the time the area was settled and
when the park was established. These included bison (Bison bison), plains grizzly
(Ursus arctos),pine marten (Mertes amencana),fisher (Martes pennanti) and possiMy
woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus). RMNP has reintroduced some of these species
to the park. A captive bison herd, consisting of approximately 30 animals, is located in a
fenced-in enclosure near Lake Audy. Pine marten and fisher were also successfully
reintroduced (Parks Canada 1997a).
Some of the RMNP region's bird species are at nsk of extinction.
Birds that are endangered in Manitoba andior Canada that may be found in

RMNP
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) eastem population
Baird's Sparrow (Ammodranus bairdir)
Birds consideredthreatened in Manitoba and& in Canada and found in RMNP
Loggerhead Shrike ( Lanius ludovicianus) prairie population

Birds considered vulnerable in Manitoba ancüor in Canada and found in RMNP
Eastern Bluebird (Sialia sialis)
Short-eared Owl (Asio flammeus)

The 1997 State of the Parks Report (Parks Canada l998a), in assessing the various
stressors reported by RMNP management, assigned RMNP's overall ecological integrity
a ranking of four on a s a l e of five (with one k i n g least stressed and five being the
most). RMNP management, therefore, faces numerous challenges in its mandate to
maintain ecological integrity while also providing for a reasonable and sustainable level
of social and economic vitality in the park (Parks Canada 1997n). Challenges may
originate externally or frorn within park boundaries.
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Figure 3.15:

Evidence of trampling at the Long Lake Backcountry Campsite.

Flgum 3.16: Darnage to vegetation at the Kinnis Creek Backcountry Campsite.
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Regional Context
RMNP is part of a larger regional setting which consists of vanous land uses and
activities such as agriculture, hunting and forestry. This creates a challenge for park
management who rnust maintain ecological integrity within a systern that physically
interacts with the region outside its boundaries. For example, h a n , elk, moose,
wolves, coyotes and other fur bearers regulariy wander outside park boundaries where
they are no longer protected from hunters (Parks Canada i997a).
A 1992 Parks Canada survey questioned the parks on the state of their regional
ecosystems, particularly stresses that have significant impact on ecological integnty.
RMNP, including the surrounding region, reported stresses from the following sources:

visitor/tourism facilities;
exotic vegetation, fish and invertebrates;
utility comdors;
urbanization;
dams;
agriculture, pesticides;
sport fishing and hunting, poaching;
acidic precipitation;
mining, heavy metal pollution;
vehicle/animal collisions; and
solid waste (Parks Canada 1997a; RMNP Round Table 1996).
To meet regional challenges to species that are important to RMNP's ecological
integrity, park management participates in cosperative management with neighbouring
jurisdictions. agencies and landowners (Parks Canada 1997a).

Park Visitom
M i l e humans have lived in the Riding Mountain region for over 11,000 years, they have
not caused significant stress to the region's ecosystems until the last century. The
nurnber of people in the region has increased and the type of land use has changed
(Parks Canada 1997a). Rie influx of people to the park creates a n a d for
infrostnicture and facilities to seMœ cottagen and visiton to the frontcountry (i.e.
roads, the townsite and nearby facilities, day-use trails). Popularity of backwuntry use
creates a n d for trail and campsite maintenance. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 depict
backwuntry campsites in RMNP that exhibii sïgns of trampling and vegetation
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destruction caused by a high level of use.
Visitors to both the frontcountry and the backcountry may cause varying levels of
damage to the integrity of ecological and cultural resources. However, visitors are only
one of the groups of people of conœm to park managers. Others include park staff,
people working in park communities, local residents and cottagers, interest groups and
ultimately, society at large (Manning and Wang 1998).
RMNP management has cited the following potential ecological stresses that may be
caused by visitor activity in the park's backcountry:
vegetation destruction by trampling;
soi1 compaction;
trail bed erosion;
trails incising into cultural deposits;
displaœment or deterioration of surface remains;
Wear and tear on built heritage and cultural resources;
ground disturbance caused by land and facilities development;
littering; and
vandalism or footing of structures or artifacts (Parks Canada 1997a; RMNP
Round Table 1996).
Park managers have indicated that some of the park's backcountry trails have
deteriorateci due to unsuitable original trail alignment, poor design, levels and typas of
use and inadequate maintenance. Sites of trail deterioration can be identified by such
readily visible characteristics as trail widening beyond the original trail cut, the presence
of ruts and parallel trails, the loss of plant cover from the bail surface and erosion of the
trail surface that exposes rocks or tree roots (Kunec 1986).
Various literature on ecological impacts cites, in addition to the above-mentioned
stresses, the following impacts caused by backcountry recreation:

Soi/
Buming campfiras may destroy organic matter and change soi1 chernistry (Fenn
et al. 1976).

Vi?#etWion
Campers building campfires may remove large pieces of wood which play an
important ecological role (Hammitt and Cole 1998).
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Trees may be scarred by axe marks. lantem burns, and nails and limbs or bark
may be removed to use as kindling (Cole 1982).

Wi/dlitb
Dimct lmpact
disturbanœ or harassment of animals (Hendee et al. 1990)
Indirect lmpact
habitat modification (Hammitt and Cole 1998)

The results of both direct and indirect impact of backcountry users on wildlife may result
in changes in animal physiology, behaviour, reproduction, population levels, and species
composition and divenity (Foster 1985).

Types of Usem
The nature, severity and distribution of impacts in the backcountry depend on the
amount and type of use and a site's toleranœ for recreation (Environment Canada
1996). Hendee et al. (1990) state that the following groups can be ranked in order of
decreasing environmental impact:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Large parties of home usen;
Small parties of horse users;
Large parties of overnight campers;
Small parties of ovemight campers using wood fires;
Large parties of day hiken;
Small parties of overnight carnpers using camp stoves and not building wood
fires; and
Srnall parties of day hikenr.

This list demonstrates that the potential to cause impact varies with party sire (large vs.
small), type of user (ovemight carnpers vs. day hikers), behaviour (using wood fires vs.
camp stoves) and mode of travel (home usew vs. hikers).

While travel on mountein bikes is popular in RMNP, little information exists on the
ecological impacts of mountain bike use (Ramthun 1995). Trail erosion and expansion
are the most common type of tesource impact caused by mountain bikes (Hammitt and
Cole 1998).
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Figure 3.17: lnfrared Satellite Image of RMNP (Source: RMNP).

Figure 3.18: f he Central Trail demonstrates how large trails can contribute towards
habitat fragmentation.
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In RMNP, the use of horses, honedrawn wagons and vehicles have contributed to the
deterioration of trail condlons more than the cunent level of hiker use, parücularly
under moist soi1 conditions (Kunec 4986). Recreational impacts on ground vegetation
by grazing and trarnpling by horses are more severe than those caused by human
trampling for several reasons. First, horses weigh much more than humans and their
weigM is concentrated on a small bearing surface. Second, shod hooves substantially
gouge and rip the ground. Finally, stock are offen tied to trees where they will paw up
the ground and cause erosion and tree root exposure. Rope bums on tree trunks leave
scars and can kill small trees. These impacts exert a great deal of pressure on both
vegetation and soil. Grazing can therefore lead to loss of vegetation cover and changes
in species composition (Cole 1981). However, while home and wagon users generally
cause more impact than hiken or cyclists, there are individual differences within each
group (Le. there are home users that are sensitive and hikers that cause a lot of impact).
To prevent and mitigate the stresses caused by backcountry visitors, RMNP has revised
the backcountry trail and campsite system and maintenance practices and the Warden
Service is cunently developing a Backcountry Management Plan (Parks Canada 1987;
Riding Mountain National Park 1998).
Habitat Fragmentation

Park management is concerned about the effects of habitat fragmentation which results
from natural proœsses (e.g. Cre) or human activities. Fragmentation causes many
plants and animals to become isolated from the next nearest populations of thos8
species and may result in species extinction. Landscape fragmentation caused by land
use and infrastructure is recognized as one of the most serious threats to biodiversity
(Noss 1992). However, the edge conditions created by habitat fragmentation may
attract some species thus resulting in increased biodiversity. Habitat fragmentation will
ultimately resut in a shift in species composition as some species will be lost, some will
remain and some will be gained (Smith 1992).
RMNP's Ecosystem Conservation Plan (Parks Canada 1997a) cites both large and
small scale habitat fragmentation as a management concern. The RMNP region has
experienœd large scale fragmentation and is often called an island of wildemess within
a sea of agriculture. This is starkly evidenoed in satellite images of the park (see Figure
3.17). The park is also vulnerable to small scale fragmentation caused by roads, traik,
goif courses and other human devekpments which isolate portions of the natural
landscape from other similar habitats (see Figure 3.18).
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There are approximately 200 kilometres of roads in RMNP. They directly affect less
than 1% of the park area. However, the effects of roads (e.g. habitat fragmentation,
chernical and noise pollution, drainage alterations) are known to exœed the physical
dimensions of the immediate roadway. Therefore, the impacts on surrounding flora and
fauna may be extensive. However, these impacts and their causes are difficult to
determine (Riding Mountain National Park 1998).
There are over 500 kilometres of rnaintained trails in the park's frontcountry and
backcountry. The trails are used for hiking, cycling and home travel. Over 200
kilometres of trails are maintained in the winter for cross-country ski use. There are 21
backcountry campsites along the trail systern (Riding Mountain National Park 1998).
RMNP management, in its Ecosystem Conservation Plan, outlines a plan to determine
and to mitigate the impact of madways, trails and utility corridors on the park's
ecological integrity. There are no cunent plans to expand these facilities within the Park
(Parks Canada 1997a).

Invasive Alien Plants
Another management concem in RMNP is the existence of invasive alien plant species those that are not native to the area and have k e n introduced by human activity. The
terni 'invasive' indicates that a species can move into a habitat, aggressively reproduce
and displace some original components of the ecosystem. Alien plants and seeds are
introduœd and spread by activities such as importing soi, gnvel and rock materials for
road and trail maintenance; backcountry hiking; trail mowing; and home use by wardens
and park visitors (Parks Canada 1997a).
The 1997 State of the Parks Report (Parks Canada 1998a) states that 107 exotic plants
have k e n introduced to RMNP's ecosystems. Kentucky bluegrass and smooth brome
grass were introduced to the park when cattle and hones grazed on the park's native
prairies prior to the late W60s. These invasive plants still displace native plants and
reduce the prairie's overall divenity. Leafy Spurge is another problernatic alien plant
that presently covers m o n than 50,000 hectares in Manitoba and is present on
agricuitural lands surrounding the perk. Park management is attempting to find a
method to control the outbreak of this invasive plant. Several other alien species are of
concem in and around the pak, including scentless charnomile, caragana and a variety
of trae species (Parks Canada 1997a).
RMNP's proposeci Vegetation Management Plan will contain an inventory of invasive
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alien plants and methods to identify the pathways of plant invasions and to monitor and
mitigate these species (Parks Canada 1997a).
3.5

Conclusion

Existing information on RMNP's current ecological and visitation conditions and the
related management objectives and actions provide the background for the
development of a visitor impact management strategy for the parû's backcountry. Park
staff can also provide additional information that is not currently avaibble in parkielated
literature but will be invaluable in the application of the backcountry visitor impact
management strategy.
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Chapter 4:
4.0

Methods

Introduction

Various methods were used in this study including a literature review and informal
interviews with the management and staff of RMNP and of other paks and protected
areas. The following is an overview of the steps that were followed. Detailed
descriptions of the process and outcornes of each method are provided in Chapter 5.
1.

Exisüng RMNP documents (e.9. the Park Management Plan, the Ecosystem
Conservation Plan, Backcountry Survey results, the draft Backcountry
Management Strategy) were reviewed and RMNP staff and management were
consulted. The objective was to establish existing management objectives and
to extract information relevant to visitor behaviour and preference and ecological
conditions in the backcountry.

A detenination of which parks and protected areas to review was made by
consulting with RMNP staff and management and conducting a literature search.
For example, the literature review revealed that several U.S. national parks have
implernented visitor impact management strategies such as LAC, VIM and VER?
or modified venions of these strategies (see Section 4.2 Initial Review Criteria).
Much information on park-specific strategies is readily available on the Intemet.
Furthenore, a draft report on human use management initiatives in parks and
protected areas throughout Canada and the rest of the world, particulariy in
Parks Canada, provided a valuable starting point in selecting areas for review
(Kachi 1999).

3.

A description of visitor impact management methods was derived through a
library and lntemet search and a review of m e n t parks' and protected areas'
documents and plans. Information collected on parks and protected areas
included:

.

the nature of the park or protedeci areas management structure (e.g.
U.S. national park, Canadian national park, provincial or state park, other
protected a m ) ;
the nature of the park or protected area's mandate (e.g. ecological
integrity, high intensity visitaaon);
nurnber of visitors;
main visitor activities;
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a
a
a

type of landscapelecosystem;
type and severity of visitor impacts; and
type of visitor impact management strategy.

In addition to park-specific literature, various academic literature sources on
visitor impact management methods including prevention, monitoring and
mitigation techniques were reviewed.
4.

A comparison of a selected sample of parks' and protected areas' visitor impact
management methods was conducteci in order ta reveal alternatives available to
RMNP. Generally, only parks and protected areas with sirnilar mandates;
numbers of visitors; and types of visitor activities. landscapesiecosystems and
impacts were compared. However, strategies used in other parks and protected
areas were considered if they could be modified to M RMNP's situation. The
result of the comparison was a compilation of possible strategies and methods
that may be used in RMNP.

5.

An overall visitor impact management strategy was developed for the RMNP
backcountry as a result of the above assessrnent which included discussions
with RMNP staff and management. The strategy will allow managers to:
derive management objectives for the back~ountrycampsites and trails;
prevent impacts from occumng;
monitor to detemine if the management objectives are being met at each
campsite and trail;
determine at what point impacts are unacœptable; and
mitigate impacts that do occur.

4.1

Justification of Methods Used

The methods for this study were developed in a logical procession derived from the
purpose and objectives of the study. Methods used are within the noms of what other
researchers have done in similar reviews,
An interactive, adaptive approach to research is described by Nelson (1991) who
recognizes that research objectives and methods often change mid-stream for a variety
of reasons and encourages researchers to include information on lines of inquiry that
were not followed and why.
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This study was interactive in that the final outcome is a product to be used by a client
with a variety of concems, particularly legisfative and policy considerations and
stakeholder interests. The study was also adaptive in that both the objectives and
methods conceived in the original research proposal were modified during the course of
the research.
The original proposal called for a rigorous comparison of various components of parks
and protected areas, such as those described in section 4.2 below. However.
discussion with RMNP staff and management and the author's initial review of the parkspecific literature revealed that a rigorous review was unnecessary. Instead, a more
informal review of the park-specific literature and comparison with RMNP was
canducted. The focus of the study switched from the comparison to the final pmduct,
the development of a backcountry visitor impact management strategy for RMNP.
4.2

Initial Review Criteria

Due to the limitations of available time and resources to conduct this study, only those
areas with certain things in common with RMNP were looked at in depth. For example,
parks and protected areas had to have a significant visitor comportent and similar types
of visitor activities, landscapes/ecosystems and visitor impacts to be considered for this
study. Northem and other remote or seldom visited parks did not have much to offer
this study. Likewise, parks and protected areas used in this study had to have a formal
visitor impact management process in place. It was also necessary that the mandate of
the other parks and protected areas be similar to that of RMNP as it relates to visitation
and visitor activity. By comparing parks and protected areas that are simifar to RMNP in
these and other areas, this study was able to assess the relevance of other methods of
visitor impact management to RMNP and its conditions and objectives.
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Chapter 5:
5.0

Results, Analysis and Discussion

Introduction

A great deal of park-specific, agency and academic literature was reviewed for this
study. In addition, Riding Mountain National Park management documents and staff
were consulted while developing the backcountry visitor impact management strategy.
The results of each step in the proœss of developing the final strategy are detailed
below and include the analysis of the data collected. This is followed by a discussion of
specific issues raised by RMNP management and a general discussion of the study
results.
5.1

Results and Analysir of Data Generated fiam Each Method
1 . 1 Review of Current RMNP Conditions and Management Objectives
(Method 1)
Review existing RMNP documents and consult with RMNP staff and management in
order to establish existing management ohjectjves and to extract infornation relevant to
visitor behaviour and preference and ecoIogical conditions in the backcountry.

The results of this review are sumrnarked in Chapter 3. The management documents
provided an oveiview of the park's characteristics and management objectives.
Discussions with park staff and management provided more specific information on
backcountry use such as the number of visiton and their acthrities and a sense of how
visitors behave and what they want and expect from their expecience in the park's
backcountry. Staff consulted included the backcountry wardens involved in developing
the park's Backcountry Management Strategy. These wardens have the intimate
knowledge of the backcountry and are familiar with the opinions of users and other
stakeholden through their involvement with the Backcountry Working Group. Other
park staff consulted included those involved in land use planning, frontcountry
operations and ecosystem-based management.
5.1.2

Pa& and Protected Aissr Sdection (Method 2)

Detemine which parks and protected areas to mview by consulting with RMNP staff and
management and conducting a Iiteratum search.

Much of the information on various parks' and protected amas' visitor impact
management strategies was fouid on a tandom basis through lntemet searches. Parks
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chosen for review included:
Canada's four mountain parks (Banff, Jasper, Kootenay, Yoho). These parks
have done rnvch to implement visitor management methods, including impact
management, because of the high level of visitation occurring there.
Various other national parks and other protected areas in Canada have piloted
projeds on LAC, ROS, VIM and other site-specific monitoring strategies.
The U.S. NPS pioneered the VERP strategy and implemented it in at least two
national parks Arches and Zion.
Other Canadian and US. parks or protected areas have implemented ROS,
LAC, VIM or combinations of these strategies.

-

M i l e the author attempted to review a sufficient number of parks and proteded areas,
there may be other parks with visitor impact management strategies that were
unintentionally overlooked.
5.1.3

Review of Various Visitor Impact Management Strategier (Method 3)

Conduct a Iibrary and Internet search of vanous visitor impact management methods
and mview m e n t parks' and pmtected areas' documents and plans. lnclude the
follawing infonnation:
8

8

8

i

the natum of the park or protected area's management structure (e.g. U.S.
nationai park, Canadian national park, provincial or state park, other protected
ares);
the nature of the park or pmtected area's mandate (e.g. ecoiogical integrity, high
intensity visitation);
number of vr'siom;
main visitor activities;
type of /a~dscape/8~0systetn;
type and severity of visitor impacts; and
type of visitor impact management stmtegy.

In addition to park-spitic literatum, review various academic Iiteratum sources on
visitor impact management rnethods including pmvention, monitoring and mifigation
techniques,

The academic literature pertaining to visitor impact management in parks and protected
areas was reviewed prior to the park-specific literature and is discussed in Chapter 2.
This large body of literature is found in documents prepared by feûeral departments and
agencies responsible for land management and by academic researchers. In addition.
rnuch has been m e n about vanous techniques for pmventing visitor impacts,
monitoring to detemine if the visitor management strategy is effedive and techniques to
feston, damage causai by visitors. Much of this infonnation will be incorporated into
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the backcountry visitor impact management strategy developed for RMNP in Method 5.
However, not al1 visitor management frameworks are applicable to this study and this is
discussed below.
Recreation Opportunity Specttum (ROS)

While the Recreation Opportunity Spedrurn (ROS) is comrnonly used airoughout the
U.S. and to a limited extent in Canada, it does not directly land itself to the task of
managing visitor impacts on a sitespecific basis. ROS Iargely exists to derive
recreation opportunities for visiton to parks and protected areas by defining a variety of
physical, social and managerial settings. RMNP already has a zoning system and an
established backcountry trail and campsite system in place. In addition, the Recreation
Study Group and TourismlMarketingStudy Group are tasked with analyzing recreation
and tourisrnlmarketing opportunities in the park. While ROS may prove valuable to the
mandates of these study groups, its focus is beyond the scope of this study.
Visitor Activity Management Procesr (VAMP)
While the VAMP framework was developed by Parks Canada, many Canadian national
parks are no longer applying this strategy to their planning processes as it was originally
conceived. Many park managers are using other planning frameworks to achieve the
goals that VAMP was designed for (Nilsen pers. comm.).
A Visitor Activity Services Plan, in the VAMP framework, was prepared for RMNP in
1988 (Kunec 1988). The plan was approved and some issues were addressed
(Vanderschuit pers. comm.). However, during the 1990s, RMNP management moved
away from visitor activity planning and towards a more streamlined approach (Penny
pers. comm.).

Like ROS, VAMP deals with providing visitor opportunities in national parks. It does not
directly focus on visitor impact management. For the purposes of this study, RMNP
management are looking for a site-specific, easy-to-use strategy for managing visitor
impacts.
Limita of Acceptable Change (LAC)

Unlike ROS and VAMP. LAC focuses more diredly on visitor impacts. It provides a
stepby-step process for comparing current conditions to standards representing
acceptable conditions and taking action when there is a discrepancy. LAC also relies on
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public involvement in decision making regarding backcountry use, a concept very
important in RMNP. However, LAC largely focuses on a regional perspective and
RMNP management has indicated that they require a process that focuses on individual
trails and campsites within the park's backcountry. Despite this one discrepancy
between the framework and RMNP management's neeâs, LAC does have a lot to offer
RMNP's backcountry visitor impact management strategy.

Visitor Impact Management (VIM)
The VIM strategy is very similar to LAC in that it follows many of the sarne steps leading
to management action. In some respects, VIM is more suited to visitor impact
management in RMNP's backcountry in that it provides for very site-specific analysis
and attempts to determine the causes of impacts. This causal analysis is a tool to help
managers prevent future impacts. However, VIM does not incorporate public
involvement as does LAC. This is a shortcoming for RMNP's purposes in that public
involvement is a large part of decision making in the park.

Visitor Experirnce and Resource Protection (VERP)
VERP is largely a synthesis of LAC and VIM. It attempts to manage visitor impads at a
site-specific level and incorporates public input in the process. VERP was developed
specifically for national parks experiencing ecological and social impacts caused by
visitors. While the visitor impact problem in RMNP may not be as bad as in the U.S.
national parks or the Canadian mountain parks, a strategy such as VERP may help
RMNP management prevent visitor impads in the park from reaching that level. VERP
is a simple, easy-to-use strategy that incorporates prevention, monitoring and mitigation
of impacts.
Of the five strategies discussed here, LAC, VIM and VERP contain the criteria for
developing a backcountry visitor impact management strategy for RMNP. It is important
to note that much of the protected area planning in the US. is conducted based on
these strategies. The US. Forest Service uses the LAC strategy in the rnajority of its
proteded area planning and the National Park Service has adopted VERP to guide
Genenl Management Planning of US. national parks (McCool1996). Components of
these three strategies will be further discusseâ when developing RMNP's backcountry
visitor impact management strategy in Method 5.
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Many parks and protected areas with various strategies in place or in development were
reviewed. However, based on the above analysis of the five primary visitor
management strategies. parks and protected areas who have implemented ROS or
VAMP will not be considered for hirther review. Parks and protected areas that have
used LACl VIMl VERP or other sirnilar strategies will be reviewed further. In addition,
various technical reports such as monitoring strategies will also be considered. The
following list presents the strategies considered in the preliminary review and includes
strategies which were subsequently dismissed as irrelevant ?O this study.

Panks Canada (Meauna/ Panks, National Perk Res8wes):
Recreation Impact Monitoring of Coastal Campsites in Gwaii Haanas National
Park ReservelHaida Heritaae Site
Managing for Wldemess Conditions on the West Coast Trail Area of Pacific
Rim National Park
Lake O'Hara Trail Monitoring Program in Yoho National Park
Understanding Transboundary Effects on Visitor Opportunities in Two Canadian
National Parks (Yoho National Park and Pukaskwa National Park)
Kootenav National Park Backcountry Management Plan
Banff National Park Backcountry Management Plan
Banff National Park Management Plan Summary
Minnewanka Area Plan, Banff National Park
Banff -Bow Valley Study, Banff National Park
Touchstone Tourism Destination Model, Banff National Park
Jaswr National Park Management Plan
Monitoring Hurnan Use Impacts in Auvuittua and Ellesmere Island National Park
Reserves
Defining, Monitoring and Managing Valued Components of Experiences in the
Kingsmere Wildemess Area of Prince Albert National Park
ôther Pahs of Pmtectledhas in Canada:
Kelso Conservation Area, Ontario

Nal/onalPa& SeMc8, U S :
VERP in Zion National Park
VERP lmplementation Plan for Arches National Park
Shenandoah National Park BackwuntryAiVildemess Management Planning
Framework
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Grand Canvon National Park Oraft Wildemess Management Plan
Other Pa&s or Prolected Areas in the US.:
Glennallen Field Onice
Parks or Pmfected Amas in Ausfml~a:
Tourism Optimisation Management Model (TOMM) on Kanaaroo Island
5.1.4

Cornparison of Various Visitor Impact Management Strategies
(Metttod 4)

Compare a s818cted sarnple of parks' and protected amas' visitor impact management
methoûs in order to reveel alternatives aveilable to RMNP. Genem/ly, compare only
parks and pmtected amas with similar mandates; numbers of visitots; and types of
visitor activities, landscapes/ecosystemsand impacts. However, consider strategies
used in other parks and pmtected areas if they may be moûified to fit RMNP's situation.
The msult of the compa&on is a compiIation of possible strategies and methods that
may be used In RMNP.

The following broad critefia, originally discussed in Chapter 4, were used to determine
which parks' and protected sreas' visitor impact management strategies are possible
alternatives for RMNP's backcountry:
P a r k and protected areas whose strategies may be used in this study must
have a forma1 visitor impact management strategy andlor monitoring plan in
place. Furthemore, this strategy must provide for managing impacts at a sitespecific level rather than a park-wide or regional level.
Their mandate must be similar to that of RMNP as they relate to visitation and
visitor activity. That is, the proteded area must provide opportunities for
backcountry visitor activity, but proteding ecological integrity must be its pfimary
goal.
The nature of recreational impacts ecdogical and social must be similar to
those in RMNP's backcountry. For this to occur, the type of activities allowed
and the type of ecosystem must be similar to that found in RMNP.

-

-

The following matrix States whether or not the strategies mentioned above meet these
criteria. Since al1 of these areas have a similar mandate to RMNP, this criteria will not
be assessed in this mat&. A particular park or protected area that does not meet al1
three criteria will be considareci for further review only if components of the strategy may
still be applicable to RMNP.
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Table 5.0

Assessment of the applicability of various visitor impact management
strategies to RMNP

Strrtagy

-

Gwaii Haanas
National Park
ReserveIHaida
Heritage Site
Pacific Rim National

Parù
Yoho National Park
Trail Monitoring
Program
Yoho National Park
ROS Pilot Project

-

-

I

Fonnal Visitor
Y anagement
Sttatqy
(YIN)
- .-

Site4pecific
Focus

Similar Activities
and Impacts

(YIN)

(YIN)

Y

Y

N

Y
Y

Y

N

Pukaskwa National
Park ROS Pilot
Project

Y

N

Kootenay National
Park

Y

-

Banff National Park
Jasper National Park

1Y
1Y

-

I

Y

-

-

1Y

Auyuittuq and
Ellesmere Island
National Park
Reserves
Prince Albert
National Park

Y

Y

Kelso Consenration
Area

Y

Y

Zion National Park

1Y

Arches National Park

1Y

-. .-

Y-

1Y
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Shenandoah
National Park

Formal Visitor
Y anagement
Stratsgy
(YIN)

(YIN)

(YIN)

Y

Y

Y

Sirnilar Activities
and Impacts

Grand Canyon
National Park

Glennallen Field

omce
Kangarw Island

Based on the above matrix, the following parks' and protected areas' strategies have
b e n eliminated from further review:
Gwaii Haanas National Park ReserveIHaida Heritaae Site is visited mostly by
people travelling by boat, canoe or kayak who then camp on or near the
shoreline. There is very little inland hiking. Visitors are encouraged to camp at
sites that show Iittle or no impact from previous campers; that is, random,
dispersed camping is the nom. Therefore, the nature of impacts on this coastal
ecosystem are much different than in RMNP where camping is allowed in
designated sites only. In addition, campsite monitoring at Gwaii Haanas requires
extensive use of an existing Geographic InformationSystem (GIS) designed
specifically for the reserve (Peregoodoff 1998a; 1998b; Parks Canada 1999).
The technology involved in campsite monitoring at Gwaii Haanas is not currently
in use at RMNP for this purpose.
While management of Pacific Rim National Park is similar in focus to that of
RMNP, the majority of the park's visitor actMties and impacts are located on
coastal areas. Therefore, management focuses on the unique nature of visitor
experiences and impacts on this ecosystern (Rollins 1998).
A pilot project was conducted at Yoho and Pukaskwa National Parks to employ
the ROS framework to assess visitor opportunities in a spatial, regional context.
The result was a set of opporhinity areas for the two parks, ranging from
frontcountry to wildemess. In addition, the projed attempted to demonstrate the
key roles played outside park boundaries by human presence, modifications and
infrastructures in deterrnining the nature of recreation opportunities within both
parks (Payne et al. 1997; Payne and Nilsen 1998). Since RMNP management
will not be developing opportunity amas in the park at this tirne, the ROS
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framework is not applicable in developing a site-specific backcountry visitor
impact management strategy.
Auvuittua and Ellesmere Island National Park Reserves are located in Canada's
far north. As such, they receive few visitors (Ellesmere lsland receives 65-100
hikers per p a r ; Auyuittuq reœives 400600 hikers per year) and there are few
formal hiking trails (Sahanatien 1998). In addition. the arctic ecosystem found in
these two reserves is vastly different from RMNP's ecosystem. The basic
framework used to monitor human use in these two reserves is not unlike
processes used in other parks and protected areas that are more similar to
RMNP.
Kançiaroo Island in Australia was used to develop the Tourism Optimisation
Management Model (TOMM). M i l e this model was based on the Limits of
Acceptable Change framework, it operates at too broad a focus to be useful for
this study. The TOMM framework 'describes how the most favourable
economic, marketing, visitor experience, sociallcultural and environmental
situation for the community and the tourism industry can be achieved" (Crinion
and McArthur year unknown). While TOMM does incorporate monitoring and
management action to achieve desired conditions for impacted sites, the
information available on TOMM does not add to what other frameworks provide.
In addition, there was little available information on the TOMM framework.
The following strategy does not meet al1 the criteria but has components that still have
something to offer a backcountry visitor impact management framework for RMNP:
The Glennallen Field Off~cehas implemented the LAC strategy on a wild and
scenic river (U.S. Department of the lnterior 1999). While the type of
recreational activity and the nature of impacts differ from RMNPt the plan
provides valuable information on defining desirad future conditions for an area.
Examples are provided in section 5.1.5 that RMNP management can use to
derive desired future conditions for RMNP's backcountry.

Convenely, the following parks have strategies that meet the applicable criteria and
were reviewed, but t was found that their strategies were lacking in the structure desired
in this study. In particular, the four mountain parks in the Canadian Rockies were given
an initial review but did not add any value to the development of a site-specific
backcountry visitor impact management strategy for RMNP. As well, the ecosystems
found in these parks d i f k from those in RMNP.
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Canada's Four Mountain Parks

Canada's four Rocky Mountain national parùs - Banff, Jasper, Yoho and Kootenay - are
a designated UNESCO Worid Heritage site and are the most heavily visited parks in
Canada. H i l e there are differences in visitor management in the four parks, there is a
move towards consistency and hamonkation. There are several aspects to visitor
management in these parks, including:

.

Backcountry Management Plans;
Minnewanka Area Plan;
Banff-Bow Valley Study;
Hentage Tourism Strategy;
Human Use Management Plan; and
Lake O'Hara Trail Monitoring Plan, Yoho National Park.

Because of the wide recognition that these paiks are experiencing severe visitor-related
impacts, it was expected at the beginning of this study that the four mountain parks
woukl have a formal backcountry visitor impact management strategy and would
therefore provide a certain level of guidance in developing a strategy for RMNP.
However, the parks as a whole are not currently using a systematic strategy for
managing impacts at the site-specific level.
The MinnewankaArea Plan (Parks Canada 1993) incorporates the LAC framework into
the area's largely frontcountry and aquatic areas as well as its cultural resources. This
plan used the existing zoning scheme to refled the opportunity classes called for in the
LAC process as well as adding sensitive ecological areas.
Currently, a single backcountry management plan is k i n g developed for al1 four
mountain parks. However, this plan is still under development and is not available for
public distribution at this time. M i l e the parks are currently relying on their existing
backcountry management plans, it is too soon in the process of developing the new plan
to detemine what will change from the former plans which are almost a decade old
(Gome pers. comm.). These plans make referanœ to such visitor impact management
conœpts as standards and monitoring and state that tmils and campgrounds will be
rnonitored to compare conditions with standards which Vary for different levels and types
of use. M e r e standards are not being meintained, mitigative actions are implemented
through backcountry maintenance. However, these plans do not provide an easy-to-use
ftamework to achieve management objectives regarding visitor impacts.
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The Banff-Bow Valley Study was conducted during the mid 1990s to address issues of
human use in the ecologically significant Bow Valley. The Task Force that conducted
the study concluded that both a heritage tourisrn strategy and a Human Use
Management Plan be developed for the park. The tourism strategy, known as the
Touchstone Toudsm Destination Model, focuses on providing visitor opportunities that
emphasize education, understanding and appreciation while preserving ecological
integrity (Belland and Zinkan 1998). It involves partnenhip with the tourism industry and
does not address site-specific visitor impact management. This is to be addressed in
the Human Use Management Plan currently in development (Banff-8ow Valley Task
Force 1996; Parks Canada 1997b).
Currently, the only component of visitor management in the four mountain parks that will
be given further consideration in this study is the trail monitoring program in the Lake
O'Hara area in Yoho National Park. This will be discussed in the following section.
The following strategies provide useful information that will be considered in developing
RMNP's backcountry visitor impact management strategy. However, there is a caveat in
that these strategies are still in various stages of development and minimal information
on their successes andlor failures in implementation is available.

Yoho National Park
Photodocumentation was used to monitor trail conditions in the Lake O'Hara area of
Yoho National Park (Abbott 1997). Thus far, data has been gathered for over ten years.
The process bagan with developing an accurate yet reproducible system of baseline
data. EigMy seven photo stations were scatterad over 70 kilometres of trails. Pictures
were taken at al1 photo stations between 1983 and 1986 then again between 1992 to
1994. The interveningten years is evidenced by each stations' photo-pair a set of
black and white photographs taken from the same vantage point.

-

In addition to the photographic database, fiva of the photo stations are further monitored
by transect profiles a cross-sectiontechnique measunng trail surface Wear. These
rnethods provide managers with detailed information regarding how trail conditions,
including level of compaction, material loss, tread shift and trail widening have changed
in the intervening ten years. Once the data has been analyzed. trails are classified as
degrading, stable, raworked properly, reworked poorly or rehabilitating. Information on
requireâ improvements in also induded in the analysis.

-

To preserve the visitor experiencs during the monitoring process, the transecting
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technique involves a system of countersunk pins to mark station locations. Nothing is
visible from above ground and the station is built up from the ground for each monitoring
event. To Save time and money, only a small percentage of the stations also undergo
the transecting procedure.
While this monitoring system was used mainly in treeless alpine environments, users of
this method state that it has also woiked well on heavily forested trails. In addition to
the resource condition data, socioeconomic data is also collected to fully document trail
conditions.
Prince Albert National Park

Prince Albert National Park in Saskatchewan has been described as having much in
common with RMNP in ternis of size, ecology and visitation. A nurnber of visitor and
management surveys were conducted to detemine what visiton to the park's
Kingsmere Lake area felt were important parts of their experience and what managers
felt were important issues in managing this area. The suwey results were used to
develop indicaton and standards which were incorporated into a modified LAC
framework for managing the area. The author of the study felt that the LAC strategy
developed for the Kingsmere Lake area is consistent with Parks Canada's policy and
management directions. The research also resulted in a monitoring program to monitor
changes in conditions of each indicator (Tucker 1998).
The LAC strategy developed for the Kingsmere Lake area contains a numôer of
modifications from the original frarnework:

.

The original LAC strategy suggests that a vanety of wildemess conditions may
be acceptable within larger wilderness areas. These opportunity classes were
not used in this study sinœ the study area was located within Zone II
Wldemess. Each campground within the study area was treated equally and
expected to have similar resource and social conditions. RMNP management
has also indicated that it will not apply opportunity classes to the park's
backcountry.
The author of the Kingsmere Lake study felt that the initial step of the original
LAC strategy identifying area concems and issues was a managerial step that
did not include public input. The study included both the public and management
in this step.
The author of the Kingsmere Lake study felt that managing for different
standards for various sites within a wilderness area is not feasible.

-

.
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8

One of the main goals of the original LAC strategy is to have users define the
point at which the condition of various indicators would begin to affect their
experience. However, the author felt that managers' views of the acceptable
resource conditions should be given higher regard as they are better able to
detemine when resource conditions are at a detrimental level. Users may not
be as likely to recognke the seriousness of particular resource conditions.
However, users are more likely to be able to define acceptable conditions for
social indicators as they are directly influenœd by the social conditions during
their visit. The author therefore concluded that user surveys should be used to
detemine social indicators and knowledgeable managers should select resource
indicators.

The steps followed in the modified LAC framework for the Kingsmere Lake area were:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Define the study area both in ternis of geography and guiding policy.
ldentify values for the area specified by both usen and managers.
Define acceptable social and resource conditions suggested by both managers
and users.
lnventory current conditions.
Recommend a monitoring strategy.

The results of the user and manager surveys were used to describe five measurable
values and associated indicators:
Quiet and solitude
group size
8
number of encounters
noise from other users
noise from rnotors

Natumi landscape
vegetation darnage
8
natural scenery

8

Range of opportunities
range of activities
Access
8
level and character of access
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time required
Facilities and level of service
public safety
campground conditions
facilities provided
A social inventory was conducted by reviewing registration data such as group size,
activity and camping location. A resource inventory was conducted by surveying the
vegetation pattern in the area's campsites and campgrounds using a transect method.

The monitoring plan states that the park's Warden Service will monitor resources using
the same methodologies used in the resource inventory and Visitor Services will monitor
social conditions by collecting user data and conducting visitor surveys (Tuckei 1998).
RMNP may wish to consider components of this strategy to aid in developing indicators
and standards, to determine methods of conducting resource and social inventories and
to develop a monitoring plan.

Kelso Conservation Area

The Kelso Conservation Area, located near Milton, Ontario, receives over 10O1000
recreational visitors every summer and approximately the sarne amount of people use
the Conservation Area's downhill ski facilities. The area. largely owned by the Halton
Region Conservation Authority, is approximately 400 hectares of mostly forested
escarpment land and incfudes 14 kilometres of escarpment trails for hikers and
rnountain bikers.
One significant difference exists between this recreational area and RMNP in that Kelso
management strives to increase visitation to the area and to expand the recreational
opportunities provided there. They are conducting an aggressive marketing strategy.
Kelso management uses the VIM strategy to manage and protect the site's natural
resources frorn ovenise caused by recreational activity. Several zones have been
established with the goal of dispersing recreation use throughout the area while
proteding resources and visitor experience. Kelso's VIM strategy is oriented towards
encouraging the rehabilitation, linking and wstablishment of habitat areas to
encourage flora and fauna diversity and distribution. The application of the plan to the
Kelso area is still undennray (Kelso 1998). Therefore, no information exists on the plan's
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successes or failures.
Arches and Zion National Parks

Arches was the first park to develop and implement the VERP strategy (U.S. National
Park Service 1995) which has since been adopted by the U.S. NPS as a standard visitor
impact management strategy. Zion soon followed with its own VERP plan (U.S.
National Park Service 1997b). As previously mentioned, VERP is a site-specific impact
management strategy. The framework was described briefly in Chapter 2 and many
details are included in Section 5.1.5 and will not be repeated here.
Arches National Park's 1989 General Management Plan required that a visitor use
management plan be cornpleted when visitation exceeds the projected visitation for the
year 2005. This occurred in 1991 and the VERP implementation plan was developed in
response. The Arches VERP process started in 1992 and was developed with
considerable public input as was the Zion plan. While Arches is very different
ecologically than RMNP and the visitor experience may be quite different, the VERP
strategy was developed to deal with many of the same problems that RMNP managers
face or wish to be prepared to face regarding excessive visitor impacts on resources
and visitor experiences.
Shenandoah National Park

Shenandoah National Park (U.S. National Park Service 1998) uses a combination of the
LAC and VIM strategies for management and planning in the park's backcountry. The
park's strategy incorporates the following six steps:
1.

2.

3.

Detemine prescn'ptive management objectives. In this step, the park described
the specific physical, biological and social conditions that park management
seeks to create, restore or maintain within backcountry areas. Opportunity
classes and their corresponding management objectives were described using
the ROS modet.
Describe indicators of change. The ROS mode1was used to identny and
describe biophysicai and social indicaton which provide an evaluation of the
specified management objectives. lndicators were select4 b a s 4 on such
criteria as reliability, feasibility and expense of measurement.
Fornulate standards. Public input was used to develop these subjective value
judgements which specify the limits of acceptable change and establish a
measurabk refemnce point to which Mure conditions can be compared. Where
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possible, management intends not only to define the standards as a static
number but to identify the rate of change that is not to be exceeded. The
standards, developed using the ROS model, were derived from the management
objectives and are quantifiable.
Prior to implementing Step 4, Shenandoah management conducted social and resource
inventories. A survey of backcountry visitors was planned in order to collect a variety of
sociological information. Prior to completion of the survey. previous survey information
was used. Resource baseline conditions for campsites were obtained through
previously conducted surveys and a trail survey was planned.
Management has indicated that the standards must remain flexible because they may
be revised pending completion of the social and resource inventories. Management
states that they wili strive tc keep conditions from deteriorating to the level of the
standards.
4.

5.

6.

Monitor conditions. The park will develop and implement standardized
monitoring programs to compare current conditions with each indicator.
Monitoring methods will include sociological surveys, impacted campsite
monitoring and trail condition monitoring.
Compam biophysical and sociological conditions to standards. Monitoring data
will periodically be compared with standards. If monitoring detects negative
changes in conditions, appropriate preventative management actions will be
taken. If the standards are exceeded, management may consider more drastic
actions. The underîying causes of the problem must be identified and
appropriate corrective actions will be selected.
lmplement management action. Once actions are selected, they will be
implemented. Continued monitoring will be essential to determine the relative
effectiveness and success of the implemented actions.

The park will conduct an ongoing cycle of steps 4 through 6 which will provide the basis
for managing backcountry recreational use.
Shenandoah's LACNlM framework is still under developrnent and, therefore, no
indication of its success or failure is yet available. However, the steps in the process
provide an interesting synthesis of the two site-specific frameworks while also
incorporating some aspects of the ROS modal.
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Grand Canyon National Park

The Draft Wldemess Management Plan for Grand Canyon National Park (US. National
Park Service 1999) incorporates aspects of LAC. While the nature of the Grand Canyon
ecosystem and its recreational opportunities differs from RMNP and the annual number
of visitors to the park's backcountry exceeds 15,000, sevenl of the techniques used at
Grand Canyon can be considered viable alternatives for RMNP.
Minimum Requinment Decision Process

This management plan includes a cornmitment to minimize management action
whenever possible through a "minimum requirement decision process" which
determines the minimum tool or administrative practice necessary to successfully and
safely accomplish the management objective with the least adverse impact on
wilderness character and resources. This decision process provides park management
and staff with a framework to guide the decision-making process while triggering
consideration of specific variables which may affect wildemess values, resources and
experiences. The minimum requirement nile applies to rnethods of transporting
personnel and equipment to sites, selecting types of tools required for sucœssful
implernentation and selecting materials needed for restoration projects.
Leave No Tiace Pdncipfes
The Grand Canyon plan includes a list of the following leave-no-trace principles for
minimum-impact camping:

.

Plan ahead and prepare.
Camp and travel on durable surfaces.
Pack it in; pack it out.
Properly dispose of what you can't pack out.
Leave what you find.
Minimize use and impacts of Cres.

Campsite Monitoring

The current method of campsite monitoring at Grand Canyon is called Rapid Campsite
Assessrnent (RCA). It was adapted from the ecological studies done by Cole (1985;
1989). lts goal is to provide basic data on campsite location, distribution and condition.
It was designad so that inventories are repeatable and the campsite monitoring program
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can continue on a long-terni basis.
The methodology includes an assessment of several indicators culminating in a
campsite condition rating. The overall condition is rated on the type and level of impact
to each campsite. The standards describe the relative amount of impact or the
"Condition Classnof each campsite which is the overall descriptor used to evaluate
management objectives for desired campsite conditions. Standards are also described
for the total amount of impacted ground or barren core in any square mile within the use
area. Barren core is an area devoid of vegetation and organic litter, with cornpacted soi1
and trampled perimeter vegetation.

The park conducted a sociological study of backcountQ usen and used the results to
develop management objectives that describe desired social conditions regarding the
acceptable numôer and duration of contacts an ovemight user may have while hiking
and at campsites. The objectives of the study were:
to identify the overnight users of the park's backcountry;
to determine user motivations, expectations and preferences;
to measure user levels of satisfaction with their experîence;
to evaluate user reaction to the reservation and permit system;
to develop a sociological monitoring system to be used by park staff; and
to suggest management actions that best meet social needs of visitors.
Two monitoring programs were developed from this sociological study. One program
was established to collect data on the actual number of encounters an ovemight hiker
may have. A random sampling of hikers were asked to complete a short survey form by
recording the numkr of people and groups they enwuntered during the day and at their
camp and to rate their level of satisfaction associated with each contact. Analysis of the
data determined the number of contacts made and at what level the number of contacts
became unacceptable. The results were measured against the management objectives.
The second monitoring program involved a mail-back survey which was completed by
ovemight hikers who had recantly camped in the park. The results provided park
management with feedback on management actions and policies as well as basic
demographic information and user skitl levels. The rasulting data was considered for
detemining changes in group size limits.
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Rehabiliation and Restorationof lmpacted Sites
Grand Canyon National Park's main objective in its revegetation program is to restore
native vegetation cover in impacted areas. This effort consists of four aspects:
rehabilitating and restoring irnpacted sites to a natural condition;
establishing a dependable seed and propagule source for restoration efforts;
educating the public and workforce; and
monitoring the program's effectiveness.
In rehabilitating impacted sites, the first step is to identify the area of concem and
detemine why the impacts occurred. The second step is to detennine the nature of the
impacted site requiflng rehabilitation and devise an appropriate mitigation plan. The
goal of this process is to restore and maintain natural processes and viable populations
of al1 native species in natural patterns of abundance and distribution.
The restoration of small-sale sites resulting from recreational impacts usually consists
of retuming impacted sites to the vegetative composition and aesthetic conditions of the
area. Rehabilitation consists of retuming an impacted site or area to a specified level of
soi1 conditions and biological productivity. Aesthetic considerations are also important.
Sinœ complete restoration is a long-terni process, the steps taken by managers
generally constitute a sequence of rehabilitationactions which anticipate eventual
restoration to a natural condition.
Rehabilitating high-use sites is a difficult task because long recovery periods are
required. Rest-and-rotation of sites may not have the desired effect because it will likely
result in an increase in total impact as users impact the new sites. The Grand Canyon
plan advocates dealing with these impacts through preventative techniques such as
selacting durable sites and confining use to as small an area as possible. In contrast,
reducing use in low-use, relatively undisturbed sites may minimize total impact. The
plan also advocates the followirtg strategies:
controlling type of use;
avoiding use during seasons when soi1 and vegetation are particularly vulnerable
to disturbance;
confining use in popular plaœs; and
dispersing use widely in lightly used places. However, the plan states that this is
a risky strategy that requires close monitoring of conditions.
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Components of the above strategies are used in the next section which describes in
detail the steps of RMNP's backcountry visitor impact management strategy.

5.1.5

Backcountry Visitor lmpact Management Strategy for RMNP (Method
5)

Develop an overeM visitor impact management strategy for the RMNP backcountry as a
result of the above assessrnent and discussjons with RMNP staff and management. The
strategy will aliow managers to:

.

derive management objectives for the backcountry campsites and trails;
prevent impacts m m occumng:
monitor to detemine if the management objectives am being met at each
campsite and tmil;
determine at what point impacts are unacceptable; and
mitigate impacts that do occur.

The LAC, VIM and VERP strategies all provide direction in managing visitor impacts at a
site-specific level. McCool(1990a; 1996). in wnting about the LAC framework, states
that the steps c m be modified to fit a particular protected area's situation provided it
follows the general principles and systematic basis of LAC and the rationale behind
each step and its sequence in the overall process. These eleven principles are
recognized as fundamental components of any systematic planning system for parks
and protected areas management:
Principle 1:
Principle 2:

Appropriate management depends upon objectives.
Diversity in resource and social conditions in protected areas is inevitable
and may be desirabla
Principle 3: Management is directed at influencing human-induced change.
Impacts on resource and social conditions are inevitable consequences
Principle4:
of human use.
Principle 5: Impacts may be temporally or spatially discontinuous.
Principle 6: Many variables influence the uselimpact relationship.
Principle 7: Many management problems are not use density dependent.
Principle 8: Limiting use is only one of many management options.
Principle 9: Monitoring is essential to professional management.
Principle 10: The decision-making process should separate technical decisions from
value judgments.
Principle 11: Consensus among affected groups about proposed actions is needed for
successful implementaüon of protecteâ area management strategies.
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In an attempt to derive the most useful components of LAC and the other two LACbased processes for the purpose of developing a tailor-made strategy for RMNP, the
following list of steps is a synthesis of the various components of these three
frameworks as they relate to RMNP's situation.
Assemble an interdisciplinary project team.
Develop a public involvement strategy.
Develop statements of purpose, significance and primary interpretive themes for
the backcountry; identify backcountry planning objectives, issues and concems.
lnventory cuvent resource and social conditions at each site or a chosen sample
of sites.
ldentify key indicaton of resource and social conditions for the backcountry.
Develop standards for key impact indicaton which define the limits of acceptable
change.
Develop a monitoring plan.
Monitor resource and social indicators to compare standards and existing
conditions. If a discrepancy is found, the following steps are taken:
ldentify probable causes of impacts.
ldentify strategies for management action.
lmplement the chosen strategies.
Continue to monitor.
Steps 2,6, 7 and 8 of the LAC framework refer to the identification of opportunity
classes. Likewise, steps 5 and 6 of the VER? framework refer to prescriptive
management zones which are similar to opportunity classes. Discussions with RMNP
backcountry managers resulted in the conclusion that further subdividing RMNP's
backcountry into zones or classes is an unnecessary step for managing visitor impacts
and would be too cornplex and time consuming. The opportunities provided in RMNP's
backcountry, and therefore management objectives, are sirnilar throughout the entire
backcountry. Similar indicators. standards and monitoring methods may be used in al1
backcountry trails and campsites in RMNP.
For these reasons, the steps related to opportunity classes or prescriptive management
zones have been eliminated in the above synthesis. However, the general purpose of
creating opportunity classes to define the park or protected area's desired Mure
conditions for park resources and visitor experiences is still an important conœpt that
should not be ignored a RMNP but may be inwrporated in Step 3 above.

-

The three strategies al1 contained steps refening to backcountry management planning
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objectives, indicaton, standards, inventory of current resource and social conditions,
strategies for management action, implementation and finally, monitoring. These
components are al1 found in the above revised strategy. In addition. while LAC is well
known for its public involvernent cumponent. it was not explicitly stated in the steps of
the LAC strategy. The VERP framework refened to public involvement in its first two
steps. These have also been incorporated above. Finally, VIM is the only framework of
the three that explicitly refers to determining the causes of impacts when cunent
conditions exceed allowable standards for a site. This should be done prior to
developing strategies for management action.
Step 1
Assemble an interdiscipnary p@ct team.
For the purpose of developing RMNP's Backcountry Management Strategy, a
Backcountry Working Group (BWG) was developed as a sub-cornmittee of the
Recreation Study Group. The BWG consists of park wardens, managers and
representatives of extemal stakeholder groups. This group can be involved in future
steps such as developing indicators and standards and in guiding management actions
when conditions exceed standards.

Step 2
Develop a public involvement strategy.
The BWG may wish to detemine in advance how it will involve public input into the
process. The group already includes extemal stakeholders in discussions and decisions
regarding backcountry issues. However, the group may want to discuss further
involvement such as public meetings or surveys.

Step 3

Develop staternents of purpose, signifcance and primery interpmtive
themes for th8 backcountry; identiw backcountty planning objectives,
issues and concerns.
There is a vision statement for the park as a whole. The Recreation Study Group
developed a vision statement for recreation in the park. Both the park-wide and
recreation visions address broad goals for the park's role in preserving the park's
resources and in providing rewarding visitor experiences. The BWG is mandated to
deal with ongoing backcountry planning and management and with individual issues and
concems.

Future backcountry planning and management should always be framed by the purpose
and signihcance of the park's backcountry as well as the legal and regulatory
framework. As well. discussions and planning activities should keep in mind the
management objectives or desired Mure wnditions for RMNP's backcountry which
desaibe the ideal resource conditions and visitor opportunities. Wthout these expliatly
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stated objectives, it will be difficult to determine if backcountry visitor management is
successful in meetings its goals.
The LAC strategy used in the Gknnallen Field Office, which is responsible for managing
a large, multi-jurisdictional protected area in southem Alaska, provides several
examples of desired future conditions (U.S. Department of the lnterior 1999). These
examples illustrate how issues, concems and values rnay be translated into desired
future conditions:
WiIdlife

Genetically divene populations of native wildlife species are maintained.
Human disturbance does not displace wildlife from crucial areas such as
wintering and calving areas.
Recreetion îkpenence
Visitors are able to find solitude with few encounten with groups.
Wsiton feel like they are in a remote, relatively undisturbed area where they
must rely on their own skills.
Visitors are courteous to each other and take personal responsibility to reduce
their impact an other visitors' experiences.
Camping Conditions
Campsites show little evidence of past human use.
Vegetation is lost only around the fire ring or center of activity.
The number and distribution of sites is such that campen may only occasionally
hear another group in the distance.

The managers of the Glennallen Field Office state that the best way to develop
statements of desired future conditions is to blend visitors' values, scientific information
and perspectives of managers who are charged with carrying out laws that govern the
protection and use of the area.
However, other authors prefer that desired future conditions be framed as explicit.
measurable and actionorienteci objectives for the backcountry. For example, while
'increase visitor satisfaction" or 'protect resource quality" are legitimate goals, they do
not allow for measurement of success or failure. An example of a useful objective is
'Achieve two encounters or less per day for at least 90% of visitors during the month of
July on the Sugarloaf Trail' because it generates a targeted outcorne that is rneasurable
and tirna-bound and can be documented (Knopf 1990).
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Sbp 4

lnventory cumnt msource and social conditions at each site or a chosen
sarnple of sites.
The objective of this step is to understand as f'ully as possible park resources and
existing visitor use and experience. Data gathered during this step will sewe as a
baseline for future monitoring and for measurîng management performance and
determining management actions. Attributes to consider when gathering information
may include:

relative abundanœ of the particular resource or visitor experience inside and
outside the park;
the sites' ability to conceal the evidence of visitor use;
types of activities occurring at the sites;
spatial and temporal distribution of activities;
the sites' ability to support or sustain visitor use;
potential interest of the sites to visitors; and
the sites' relative importance to the park purpose, significance and primary
interpretive themes.
During the inventory, the appropriateness and current location of sites that are deemed
sensitive to visitor activity should be reassessed with the ultimate goal of resource
protection.
This analysis should be documented, usually through a combination of maps, matrixes
and text.
Note: Steps 4 and 5 may be reversed if managers have enough existing information to
select indicators prior to Step 4 and wish to use those indicators when conduding the
baseline assessment.
Step 5

/dent@ key indicators of resource and social conditions for the
backcountry.
LAC, VERP and VIM define indicators as specific and measurable physical, ecological
or social variables that reflect the overall condition of the area they are applied to.
lndicators are essentially a restatement of management objectives in quantitative ternis.
Resource indicators measure visitor impacts on the biological, physical and cultural
resources of a park. Social indicators measure impacts on visitor experienœ.

The VERP Handbook (U.S. Department of the Interior 1997) states that social and
resource indicators and standards can be derived by consulting the scientific literature,
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conducting original research, consulng public opinion andlor applying management
judgment. To be useful, the Handbook suggests that indicators should have the
following characteristics:
specific (e.g. "number of encounten per daynrather than 'solituden);
objective (e.g. 'the number of campsites that exceed 20 square metres of bare
ground" rather than 'the number of severely impacted campsites");
reliable and repeatable (i.e. measurements should yield similar results under
similar conditions);
related to et least one of the following visitor use attributes: levels, types, timing
or location of use or visitor behaviour;
sensitive to visitor use over a relatively short period of time in order to serve as
an early waming indicator (Le. indicators should respond in the same
proportional degree as changes in use levels);
resilent (Le. respond quickly to changes in management action);
nondestmctive (Le. indicator measurement and monitoring should not result in
destructive resource impacts or significantly detract from the quality of the visitor
experience); and
significant (i.e. address important issues and management concerns).

In addition to the above desirable characteristics, the VERP Handbook lists severai
criteria that may be used to select the best indicators when several have been identified.
Selected indicatom should meet the following critefia:

eesy to measure (Le.the less expertise, time, equipment and number of people
required to measure the indicator the better);
easy to monitor (Le. little training should be required to leam how to monitor the
indicator);
cost effective (Le. monitoring should require a relatively low expenditure of patk
funds);
minimally vafable (i.e. lndicators with less naturai variation will be more sensitive
to visitor impacts and more useful than those with more natural variability);
responsive over a range of conditions (Le.show a gradient in conditions, either
due to the impacts of visitors or management actions);
lawe sempling window (i.e. can be rnonitored for a large time frame such as
throughout the year or visitor use season); and
availabiilrty of baseline data.
RMNP management may wish to use a matrix to rate potential resource and social
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indicators such as the example in Table 5.1. The cells in the matrix can be checked
when the indicator meets the condition or the indicators can be rated as to how well they
meet the criteria.
Table 5.1

lndicator selection matrix

Potential
Indicators

Srcondary Criteria

LI

I

Ilndicator 1
9

Ilndicator 2
I

Indicator 3
I

Indicator 4
I

Indicator ,..
Source: VERP H G

a

A report on monitoring in the Riding Mountain bio-region (Dubois 1995) listed a number
of potential indicators for ecological integrity monitoring. While many of these indicators
refer to broad scale monitoring of such things as climate, resource harvest or ecological
processes, some of these indicaton may be applicable to the backcountry visitor impact
management strategy:
a

rn

condition of trails and campsites (e.g. soi1 compaction, erosion, littering,
trampling);
wildlifeBunan interactions (e.g. sightings positive encounters, campsite
disturbance negative encounters);
number of visitorslunit of time or cumulative;

-

a
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nurnber of backcountry pemits issued; and
number of peoplelunit of time on trails.
This report states that desirable properties of ecological integrity indicaton are:
valued ecosystem cornponents;
conceptual frameworks (e.g. stress/response ecosystem model);
extemalities (e.g. climate. air pollution);
eariy waming capability; and
reproducibility and objectivity.
The report also cites several indicator selection criteria:
clarity;
scientific credibility;
technical feasibility;
eariy waming capability/responsiveto change;
spatial representation;
flexibility;
issue oriented; and
multi-dimensionalassessment: individual > population > species composition >
trophic structure.

Step 6

Deveiop standanls for key impact indicators which define the limits of
acceptable change.
LAC, VERP and VIM define standards as the minimum acceptable condition for each
indicator variable. Standards should not represent existing, unacœptable conditions nor
should they represent objectives to be attained. Standards provide a means for
deciding when and where management actions are needed. Characteristics of useful
standards include:

quantitative (e.g. '1 0% ground cover of exotic species" rather than "low cover of
exotic plantsn);
tempomilly or spetially bounded (Le.expresses how much of an impact is
acceptable and how often such impacts can occur) (e.g. Whree encounters pet
day"; "four social trails per kilometrem);
expressed as a pmbability (e.g 'no more than three encounters with other
groups par day along trails for 80% of the days in the swnmer use seasonn);
impact onénted (Le. focus directly on the impacts that affect the quality of the
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visitor experienœ or resource condition, not the management action used to
keep impacts from exceeding the standards); and
malistic (i.e. must reflect conditions that are attainable).
Examples of resourœ indicaton and their standards include:
Indicator

Standard:

lndicator:
Standard:

the number of exposed tree roots exceeding 5 centimetres in
diameter, measured within 2 metres of a trail edge for 30 metres
of a trail
no more than 20% of tree roots are exposed relative to a control
area
the amount of bare ground at a campsite
no more than 30% of the total campsite area is bare ground

Examples of social indicaton and their standards include:
Indicator:
Standard:

number of encounters with other users along a trail per day
no more than 3 encounters per day

Indicator:

the percentage of parties that can camp out of the sight or sound
of other parties in the backcountry
at least 70% of parties report that they could camp out of the sight
and sound of other parties

Standad:

Develop a monitoring plan.
Monitoring should be systematic (Le. a fomal, explicit strategy) and periodic (Le. a
predetermined temporal interval). The monitoring plan should accomplish three things:

Sbp 7

help park managers understand the status of resource and social conditions (Le.
if conditions are changing and their proximity to the appropriate standards);
enable park managers to assess the effectiveness of management actions; and
provide a defendable basis for management actions that are implemented
through thorough documentation of monitoring data and results of management
actions.
There are three criteria for a successful monitoring plan:

feesible (i.e. people and equiprnent are available to monitor and analyze the
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data);
objective (i.e. data are recorded in an objective, scientifically valid manner); and
timely (i.e. data provide information when park managers need it).
The monitoring plan should include the following wrnponents:
description of the monitodng procedures (i.e. the frequency, timing and location
of measurement activity, specific instructions such as what equipment is required
and how it is to be used);
descriplion of how monitdng data will b8 analyzed, displayed and interpreted
(e.g. campsite encounters might be displayed as the mean number of groups
carnped within sight or as the proportion of group nights where more than two
other groups within sight or sound are encountered. depending upon how the
indicator and standard for campsite encounters are defined); and
personnel identification (Le. explicitly identify the individual(s) responsible for
measuring indicaton, analyzing data and preparing an annual monitoring report).

The monitoring plan should determine where and when monitoring should occur. It may
not bemecessary or practical to monitor al1 of the trails and campsites nor to monitor the
same sites every year. Management should select a reasonable number of sites on
which to conduct monitoring. The following critena will help managers select sites to
monitor.

Monitor where or when conditions are close to violating the standard or have
already violated the standard.
Monitor where or when conditions are changing rapidly.
Monitor where or when specific and important values are threatened by visitation.
Monitor where or when the effects of management action are unknown (e.g.
without monitoring, it may not be clear what effect closing a campsite and
reseeding native plants will have on site condition) (U.S. Department of the
lnterior 1997).
Monitor in an unimpacted control area that is off limits to visitor use.
Monitor in control sites and irnpaded sites that are representative of the area's
main habitats (Brosnan et al. 1994).
A two-tier indicator monitoring system may be desirable. Sorne indicaton will be
monitored on a regular basis (e.g. once par season) while other will only be monitored
once every few years. This would likely prove to be a more cost effective way of
monitoring. The VERP Handbodc states that managers may want to consider
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monitoring different parts of a park using a rotation or tiered system. lmmediate and
annwl monitoring rnay be required on those areas close to or out of standard. Other
areas that rnay be approaching a standard or have other ernerging needs (but not as
pressing as the Cnt tier) rnay be monitored every two or three yean. A third tier of
areas that appear to be in good shape and are not experiencing rapid change rnay be
monitored on a less frequent schedule, perhaps every five yean. Altematively, if
managers can realistically monitor conditions only in a fourth of the park each year, then
a four-year monitoring rotation rnay be a good starting point.
There are many existing detailed campsite and trail monitoring processes. The trail
monitoring system used in Yoho National Park is briefly discussed in Section 5.1.4.
However, it is beyond the =ope of this study to discuss the technical details of
monitoring. These will be developed by RMNP staff with the necessary technical
expertise. Several monitoring frameworks have been proposed for RMNP. The
Backcountry Monitoring Framework, the Backcountry Trail Plan and Monitoring the
Riding Mountain Bio-Region were discussed in Chapter 3. In addition, Kunec (1986)
describes a backcountry trail monitoring plan for RMNP.
RMNP has many options regarding who will condud the monitoring. Since the number
of field staff a RMNP has b e n reduced in recent yean, there is a need for Rinovative
ways to conduct backcountry work. RMNP staff have indicated that there is a possibility
for partnerships with ecotourism oumers and other stakeholders to conduct monitoring.
Other possibilities include hiring overseas students, organizing users so they are
managers as well or organizing research vacations (for more information on research
vacations refer to Parks Canada's 1997 State of the Parùs Report). Boo (1990) states
that there are increasing numbers of nature touflsts who enjoy participating in some
aspect of park improvement during their stay such as helping with trail repair, litter
collection or inventories.
Monitor resourçe and social indjcators to compare standmûs and exjstjng
conditions.
The VERP Handbook states that monitoring and analyang monitoring data rnay identify
one of two situations that should trigger corrective actions. These situations are:

Step 8

deterioration (i.e. a trend is identified that shows conditions are moving toward
the standard); and
out of standanl (i.e. resource or social conditions are unacceptable).

The Shenandoah National Park BackcountryMlildemess Management Planning
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Framework (US. National Park Senrice 1998) states that trends that indicate that
conditions are deteriorating should result in preventative management actions while
conditions that exceed the standard rnay require more drastic management actions.
If implementation of this step does not reveal a discrepancy between conditions and
standards, no direct management intervention is necessary because the area is
currently providing the tesource conditions and visitor experience that has been defhed
as appropriate. However, continued monitoring is neœssary to detect potential future
changes in the conditions.
The following step should be implemented if monitoring reveals that conditions have
exceeded the applicable standards.
/dent@ probable causes of impacts.
Step 9
It is important to cleariy identify the rost significant or root causes of deteriorating
conditions before taking any corrective action. This task can be apptoached by
examining the relationship between visitor use patterns and the impact indicators that
have exceeded their respective standards.

Numerous factors rnay be responsible for deterioration including the type, level,
concentration and timing of visitor use; length of stay; frequency of high use periods;
behaviour of visiton; park management and existing infrastructure (e.g. trail design,
information programs, the location of visitor centers). Use-impact relationships rnay be
affected by site-specific characteristics and rnay Vary for different times and places.
Sometimes the root causes of unacceptable conditions rnay underlie more obvious
symptoms. For example, it rnay appear obvious that the cause of a trail encounter
standard being exceeded is that too many people are using a particular trailhead.
However, the root cause rnay be the design of the access road and parking areas that
funnel people onto this trail or a park brochure that publicizes this trailhead and not
others. If the root causes of existing conditions are not accurately identifiad,
management action rnay be misdirected and have less than satisfactory results.
Identw strategies for management action.
Sbp 10
The VERP Handbook indicates that the U.S. National Park Service is cumntly
developing a decision-making handbook for addressing visitor use related problems.
This handbook, which is not yet available, identifies five general management strategies
that managers can use to address recreational use impacts:
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lncrease the supply of recreational opportunities, areas and facilities to
accommodate increased demand.
Reduce use at specific sites or throughout the backcountry.
Modify the character of visitor use by controlling where the use occurs, when the
use occun, what type of use occurs or how visitors behave.
Alter visitor attitudes and expectations.
Modify the resource base by increasing the durability of the resource or by
maintaining or rehabilitating the resource.
These strategies must be tailored to specific management objectives and conditions.
Managers are encouraged to consider employing as many strategies as possible to
address specific impacts. Using a combination of strategies provides managen with
greater flexibility and allows them to address the multiple dimensions and the causes of
undesired impacts. Reducing use may appear to be the obvious solution to visitor use
impacts, but managen should remember that a less restrictive strategy rnay work as
well and have fewer repercussions to visitors and park management. Graefe (1990)
suggests focusing on the probable causes of the impacts rather than on the impact
conditions themselves.
Within the five strategies mentionad above, there are many specific management
actions which fall into five general categories:
site management (e.g. vegetation barrien, site hardening, site closure);
rationing and allocation (e.g. reservations, queuing, lotteries, eligibility
requirements, pricing);
regulation (e.g. number of people or stock, activity, visitor behaviour, equipment);
detemnce and enforcement (e.g .signs, sanctions, penonnel); and
visitor educalion (a.g. promote appropriate behaviour, encourageldiscourage
certain types of use, provide information regarding use conditions).

The Shenandoah National Park BackcountryMlildemessManagement Planning
Framework (U.S. National Park Service 1998) states that plannen and managers are
responsible for involving the public in determining what kinds of management actions
will be appropriate to take when conditions are deteriorating (but remain within
standard), and what actions will be appropriate when conditions are out of standard.
The following matrix, used in the VIM process, aids park and protected area managers
in deciding which strategy best achieves their goals. The various management
strategies presented in this matiir are examples and can k replaced with the
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appropriate alternative strategks for RMNP. Also, the criteria for assessing the various
strategies are basic examples that c m be expanded upon if management desires.
Table 5.2:

Indirect and direct management strategies

Management
smte~y

Consirtency
with
Management
Objectives

DifAculty
to
lmplement

Proôability
of
Achieving
Desired
Outcorne

Eff8cts
on Visitor
Fnwdom

Effects on
Other Impact
Indicators

Physicai
Alterations

Information
Dispersal
Economic
Constraints

l

Rationing
"se
Restricting

iource: Adaptec from Graefe 1990
When deciding which type of management action to implement, managers may wish to
ask the following questions which help to assess the trade-offs or the costs of
cornpeting actions:
a

a
a

Does the action adequately address the underlying cause of the impact?
How effective will the action be in resolving the impact in question?
Wll the action create new problems?
WII visitom be aware that they are k i n g managed?
1s the action direct or indirect in ternis of how it impacts or influences visitor
behaviour?
Does the action preserve visitor freeâom of choice?
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.

Does the action affect a large or small number of visitors?
Does the action affect an activity to which some visitors attach a great deal of
importance?
Are visitors likely to resist the management action?
What are the costs to managers in implementing and adrninistering the action?

In addition, the minimum requirement decision proœss used at Grand Canyon National
Park (U.S. National Park Service 1999) provides a list of considerations that. when
addressed by management during selection of appropriate management actions,
achieves the management objective while minimizing the ecological and social impacts.
This process addresses the following considerations:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Is this an emergency? If yes, act according to approved emergency strategies.
If not:
Detemine if the proposed action is essential to achieve planned objectives. If
not, do not continue with the action. If so:
Can the desired action be accomplished through visitor and staff education? If
yes, proceed with the action. If not:
Decide if the action can be accommodated elsewhere (i.e. outside the
backcountry). If so, proceed with the action in the chosen location. If not:
List alternatives appropriate for backcountry management.
Evaluate the alternatives to determine which has the least impact on resources.
Can the desired action be accomplished safely and effectively with primitive
skills? If yes, select appropriate primitive tools and skills. If not, select
appropnate mechanized tools.
Select the appropriate minimum tool or action.

This process also suggests considering the following:
What is the best gmup sue to complete this action with the least impact on
resources and visitor experienœ?
What is the best time of year to complete action while minimizing impact of
resource and visitor experience?
If mechanized equipment is selected, how often will it be used and how long will
the projed last?
If this action cannot be accomplished through visitor education alone, how can
education contribute to the accomplishmentlenhancement of this action?
After considering these and other questions and weighing the trade-offs, management
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Assemble an
interdisciplinary project
team.

Devefop a monitoring plan.

Develop a public
involvement strategy.

Monitor resource and social
indicators to compare
standards and existing
conditions.
Is there a disuepancy?

Develop statements of
purpose, significance and
primary interpretive themes;
identify planing objectives,
issues and concerns.

Yes. ldentify
probable
causes of
impacts.

lnventory current resource
and social conditions (e.g.
visitor use) at each site or a
chosen sample of sites.

Identify
strategies for
management
action.

ldentify key indicators of
resource and social
conditions for each site.

lmplement the
chosen
strategies.

1

1

1

I

I

Develop standards for key
impad indicalois which
define the limits of acceptable
change.

Figure 5.0:

1

No. No action
required at this
time. Monitor
again in the
future.

1

u
Continue to
monitor.

Work plan for RMNP's backcountry visitor impact management strategy.
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should select the strategies and actions that best suit the situation and that will
effectively address visitor impacts white minimiring total economic. social and ecological
costs. Finally, Manaaina Wildemess Recreation Use: Common Problems and Potential
Solutions (Cole et al. 1987) is a useful guidebook which provides alternative
management solutions for sevenl of the problems which may occur in RMNP's
backcountry such as trail and campsite deterioration, home use impact and visitor
conflicts.
Once an action pian has been developed, it should be publicized so visitors are aware
that management is caring for the ecosystem and that there rnay be site closures or
other management actions as a result (Brosnan et al. 1994).
Step 11
lmplement the chosen strategies.
The selected management strategies should be implemented as soon as the necessary
resources are available. Because the nature and causes of visitor impacts are highly
variable, management programs designed to deal with these impacts should be flexible
and quick to respond to changing conditions.

Step 12
Continue to monitor.
The task of managing visitor impacts is not over when a management program has
been implemented. Future monitoring of indicaton is a critically important component of
this process.

Finally, it is important to note that, according to the VERP Handbook, developing
indicaton, standards and a monitoring plan can be highly technical tasks, requiring
knowledge about sampling design and data analysis. If the planning team does not
have this expertise, the team rnay need to consult with expefls to ensure that these
components of the strategy are valid, reliable and useful.
Figure 5.0 is a l o w chart that represents the basic outline of the steps derived in Method
5.
5.2

Considerations

Two additional issues that RMNP management has concems about are providing
randorn camping opportunities and reducing or eliminating user conflicts. A review of
the litetature provided the following discussion.
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Random Camping

Soma parks and protected areas allow backcountry campen to select their own
campsites rather than camp only in designated sites. This practice known as random
camping has not been allowed in RMNP prior to 1999 but some usen have expressed
an interest in having this opportunity in the park's backcountry. The park is allowing
random camping on a trial basis for the 1999 season.

-

-

Random camping is allowed in Jasper's relatively undisturbed and trailless wildland
areas. The park's 1988 Management Plan (Paiks Canada 1988) states that the
environmental impact of this practice is negligible given the low use levels in wildland
areas. Use is restricted to types and levels which do not result in noticeable site
degradation (e.g. home use is strictly controlled and monitored to ensure that it does not
occur where it may result in significant impacts). The management plan states that
visitor education about minimum-impact camping techniques should further reduce the
potential for impact.
The Banff National Park Backcountry Management Plan (Parks Canada 1990) also
allows for random camping in remote wildland areas. Camps must be at least 5
kilometres from any public highway, must be set back 50 metres from the trail or
watercourse and must be moved to a new site every three days to allow trampled plants
to recover. Discussion with a backcountry warden in Banff determined that
management and staff opinion on random camping Vary. He states that nndom
camping only works where user numbers are low enough and terrain and vegetation
varied enough to permit multiple camping opportunities without impacting campsites
beyond a stae from which they can quickly regenerate. Often there are locations within
a random camping area that, through frequent use or lack of alternatives, become
defacto campsites. In fact, Banff backcountry management has had to provide minimal
facilities in some locations designated for. randorn camping because those particular
sites received a high level of use. He states that it is unknown at this time if random
camping will be allowed to continue in Banff (Gonie pers. comm.).

Gwaii Haanas National Park allows visiton to camp randomly but encourages them to
avoid sites where them is evidence of previous camping activities. The objective is to
disperse use so that no sites become significantly impaded (Peregoadoff 1998a; 1998b;
Parks Canada).
Grasslands National Park does not maintain any designated carnpgrounds so only
primitive, randorn tent camping is avaibble. Campen must abide by regulations
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designed to maintain the ecological health of the park. Campsites must be at least one
kilometre off roads and away from old ranch yards. Open fires are not pennitted (Parks
Canada 1997~).
Grand Canyon National Park cunently allows random camping (known as at-large
camping) in over 90% of its wildemess use areas. However, users must adhere to
minimum-impact camping techniques and are limited to an ovemight stay of seven
nights per use area per trip. The park superintendent rnay approve an extended stay
due to a research or resource-monitoring project. The overall trip length, both in
numbers of days and miles, is not limited. Camping in designated carnpsites is more
strictly limited to two nights per trip in any one campsite or campground (U.S. National
Park Sewice 1999).
Random camping is not allowed in Kootenay National Park (Parks Canada 1991)
because its wildland areas are limited in size and contain fragile natural resources.
In detennining if random camping is a feasible option for RMNP's backcountry,
managers must detemine how many people are likely to engage in random camping
and if the park's resources are durable enough to handle this type of activity. Wth the
proper limitations such as those imposed in the other parks that allow random camping,
it may work at RMNP. However, the wamings issued from Banff National Park should
be considered. Even with low user numbers and proper limitations, people may still end
up impacting random campsites beyond an acceptable level.
Visitor Conflictr on MultiYse Trails and Campsites
There is a great deal of literature on dealing with conflicts between visitors on wildemess
trails and campsites. Conflict can occur among different user groups (e.g. hikers vs.
home users) or among different usen within the same user group. Conflict rnay be
related to activity style (Le. mode of travel, level of technology, environmental
dominance), focus of trip. expactaüons, attitudes toward and parceptions of the
environment, level of tolerance of others and different noms held by different usen.
Conflid can even result when there is no actual contact among users, such as viewing
resource impacts caused by other users. Conflict is oAen asymmetrical in that one
group resents another group but the reverse is not true (Moore 1994). Research has
shown that most ovemight hikers are more sensitive to being within sight or sound of
others whife at camp, compared to when they are hikng (Hendea et al. 1990).
Managers of trails and campsites, who ofkn faœ staffhg and budgetary constraints,
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must attempt to ensure user safety, protect natural resources and provide quality visitor
experiences. These tasks can become more difficult when user conflid occurs. Moore
(1994) documents the following twalve pflndples for minimizing conflids on multiple-use
trails and improving sharing and co-operation among usecs:
Recognize conflict as goal interference attributed on another's behaviour, not as
an inherent incompatibility among different trail activities.
Provide trails with sufficient distance and a variety of experiences. This will
reduce congestion and allow users to choose the conditions that are best suited
to the experiences they desire.
Minimize the number of contacts in problem areas because each contact among
trail users or evidence of the presence of other users has the potential to result
in conflict. This is especially true in congested areas and trailheads. Disperse
use and provide separate trails where necessary and appropriate. However,
providing separate trails should be a fast resort because it will eliminate
opportunities for communication and co-operation among users.
Involve users as eariy as possible in the process of avoiding and resolving
conflicts, preferably before confiids occur. Possible conflicts on proposed trails
and their solutions should be addressed during the planning and design stage
with the involvement of prospective users. New and emerging uses should be
anticipated and addressed as eariy as possible with participant involvement.
Existing and developing conflids on present trails must be faced quickly and
addressed with participant involvement.
Undentand user needs by detemining their motivations, desired experiences,
noms and prefened settings. This shouM include both present and potential
future users of each trail.
ldentify the actual sources of confiict by helping users get beyond emotions and
stereotypes as quickly as possible and get to the root causes of the conflict.
Work with al1 affected parties to reach mutually agreeable solutions to these
specific issues. Users who are not involved as part of the solution are more
likely to be part of the problem, now and in the Mure.
Promote tnil etiquette and responsible trail behaviour. Use existing educational
materials or modify them to better meet local needs. Get this information into
users' hands as early as possible and present it in interesting and
understandable ways.
Encourage positive interaction among different usen. Trail usen are usually not
as different frorn one another as they believe. Providing positive interactions
both on and off the trail will help break dom barriers and stereotypes and build
understanding. good will and cooparaüon. This can be accomplished through a
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variety of strategies such as sponsoring user swaps (Le. users trying each
others' trail activity), joint trail-building or maintenance projects, showing
trail-sharing videos and fonning trail advisory councils.
Favour the most light-handed management approaches that will achieve area
objectives while allowing freedom of choice and still providing the natural
environments that are so important to trail-based recreation. Intrusive design
and coercive management are not compatible with highquality trail experiences.
Research has shown that both users and managers prefer information and
education over regulation and enforcement.
Plan and act locally whenever possible when addressing issues regarding
multiplevse trails. This allows greater sensitivity to local needs and provides
better flexibility for addressing difficult issues on a case-by-case basis. Local
action also facilitates involvement of the people who will be most affected by the
decisions and most able to assist in their successful implernentation.
Monitor the ongoing effectiveness of al1 decisions made and programs
implemented. Conscious, delibente monitoring is the only way to detemine if
conflicts are k i n g reduced and what program changes rnight be needed. This is
only possible within the context of clearly understood and agreed upon objectives
for each area.
Management strategies for dealing with user conflict can be grouped into two broad
categorîes: physical responses and management responses. Physical responses
include proper trail design, layout and maintenance. Management responses can
involve information and education, user involvement, regulations or enforcement.
Information and education programs to promote trail sharing should have one or more of
the following objectives:
Communicate why the trail is shared.
Communicate that CO-operationcan beneft ail.
Determine and communicate the similarities among different user groups and
document the extent to which trail users participate in multiple-bail activities.
Communicate the consequences of problem behavioun (8.g. impact on other
users, loss of access for those who disregard regulations).
Build consideration and trust.
Teach trail ethics, including the following:
courtesy toward other trail users and concem toward the environment;
who should yield to whom and why;
respect and tolerance for othero;
responsibility for resource protection; and
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what interferes with other activities.
Communicate physical and social trail conditions such as:
b
difficulty (e.g. grade, length, tread);
b
trail length and location; and
b
what types and numben of usen might ba encountered.
Teach what causes resource impacts and how to minimize them.
Reach users as early as possible. Conflicts may be most severe near trailheads
since uses tend to be most congested there. Focus education efforts at
trailheads and in the first mile or fwo of trail.
b

Other specific actions managers can take to reduce conflicts include:
publish relevant information in brochures, newsletters or newspaper articles;
volunteer trail patrols;
giving cyclists bicycle bells;
develop speed limits for mountain bikes;
inform visitors about the number of hiken, campen, cyclists or homes they rnay
encounter;
encourage quiet behaviour;
encourage use of less popular access points and backcountry areas;
encourage off-season or weekday use;
designate trails for different types of visitor use; and
encourage visitors to use natural-colouredequipment and clothing (Moore 1994).
Despite the potential for conflict inherent in multiple-use trails such as those in RMNPts
backcountry, research has shown that most trail users are satisfied, have few
complaints and return often. The 1987 Backcountry Trail Plan and the 1997
Backcountry Survey indicate that this applies to RMNP as well although some cyclists
have indicated that they do not enjoy having homes at campsites. However, it is
important for managers to try to eliminate or reduco conflict because visitors who
experience conflict may not retum. All of the above mentioned responses to user
confiid have k e n tried to varying degrees of success (Moore 1994). Finding the right
choice for RMNP may involve some experimentation.
5.3

Discussion of Results

The above analysis represents a synthesis of the literature on managing visitor impacts
and RMNP management considerations. One overriding theme found when reviewing
park-specific literature was that, with the exception of the VERP strategy in Arches and
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Zion National Parks, most parks and protected areas rnodifiad the existing frameworks
such as LAC, VIM, VERP and even ROS to obtain the desired strategy to fit the
management objectives and pafticular conditions of that park The strategy derived for
RMNP is no exception. It represents the basic frarnework of the three site-specific
strategies while purposely excluding opportunity class allocation.
Another theme discovered in the park-specific literature is that most parks and protected
areas are in the proœss of implementing these strategies. In al1 cases, those
responsible for developing the strategies were aware of the fad that components of the
strategies such as indicaton or standards or even the basic systematic framework may
need to be reworked once the strategy has b e n field tested for at least one or two
seasons.
Finally, one expert on the LAC framework issues a warning to those responsible for
implementing LAC or a sirnilar strategy (Knopf 1990). He states that, while LAC is a
conceptual process that embraces time-tested principles of planning, the potential may
exist for feeding a misanthropie attitude that abounds in outdoor recreation resource
management. This common attitude is that the primary goal of resource management is
to prevent humans from causing deterioration of environmental quality. M i l e this may
be technically correct, this attitude views humans as objects that impede quality
resource management. Managers may focus less on the initial step of identifying issues
and concems and more on setting standards for resource conditions. Likewise, a
criticism of the VIM framework is that it views people as part of the problem.
This expert states that the LAC frarnework cames dear potential for feeding the
disposition that people are a problem rather than an opportunity in recreation
management. Instead, wildemess recreation managers should realize that unleashing
human potential by providing people with life-enriching, perhaps even life-changing,
experiences is an equally important part of their jobs. However, this expert concludes
that LAC'Sstrengths overshadow this possible weakness which does not necessarily
reside in the process itself but in the dispositions of those who migM employ it.
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Chapter 6:
6.0

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

Summary

At the time this study was proposed. RMNP management was developing a
Backcountry Management Strategy and needed a component that allowed them to
prevent irreversiblelirreparable damage to backcountry resources and to eliminate or
reduœ user conflicts. Although the park had developed a backcountry monitoring
framework. it was not yet k i n g formally implemented. The goal of this study was to
develop an easy-touse, systematic strategy that would allow managers to achieve their
goals in the long-tem.
The study involved a review of the academic literature, park-specific literature and
RMNP management documents and discussions with RMNP management and staff.
The literature provided valuable information regarding visitor impact management
methods that have been developed by academics and othen with significant experience
in outdoor recreation in parks and protected areas. The rnethods and strategies found
in the literature and in park-specific documents contained the components necessary to
develop a strategy for RMNP.
Despite the valuable information found in the literature, it would have been impossible to
develop a strategy for RMNP without the input of park staff and management. The
backcountry wardens involved in developing the Backcountry Management Strategy
provided direction and feedback in addition to specific information regarding cuvent
ecological and visitation conditions and management pradices in the park. Other
managers and staff contributed knowledge of related studies and reports produced in
other national parks. These individuals provided the necessary expertise regarding the
park's ecology, visiton, management objectives, issues and concems. They shared
their sense of desired future conditions for the park's backcountry as well as their
experience with the park's stakeholders. The staff and management of RMNP
continually demonstrateâ their affection for the park and their dadication for achieving
the goals of the National Parks Act, Parks Canada's Guiding Plinciples and Operational
Policies, the RMNP Management Plan, the RMNP Ecosystern Conservation Plan, the
RMNP Backcountry Management Strategy and other, often more personal, goals
regarding the park's resources and visitors.
The knowidge obtained from the literature and from pak staff was wmbind into a
collection of information regarding visitor impact management and a series of steps to
guide the process of managing visitor impacts in RMNP's backcountry. Unfortunately,
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the scope of this study did not allow for implementation or field testing. This will be
conduded by RMNP over the next one or two seasons and will be modified as
necessary based on how well the steps translate into an effective strategy in the field.

6.4

Conclusions

The work conducted in this study culminated in a visitor impact management strategy for
RMNP's backcountry. This strategy, described in detail in Chapter 5, is appended as a
stand-alone document. Conclusions drawn during the process of developing the
strategy include the following.
The existing literature on visitor impact management methods and strategies
provided ample information to develop a strategy for RMNP1sbackcountry.
While no one strategy provided al1 of the components required to fit RMNPts
situation, combining the necessary steps from al1 of the existing strategies
proved effective. Specific details on how to conduct the steps in the process
were derived from various strategies. However, the specific methods of
implementing these steps will ultimately be derived by those who are employing
this strategy and should involve considerable public input.
The concept of developing a site-specific visitor impact management strategy is
fairîy new. Many of Canada's national parks do not yet have a fomal strategy in
place and many of those that do have not yet fully implemented their strategy.
Therefore, the successes, failuns or shortcornings of these strategies as yet are
not widely known. RMNP management will have to discover this for itself while
field testing the strategy.

The strategy derived for RMNP in this study is flexible in that objectives,
indicators, standards and management actions may change over time. This
coincides with the required flexibility inherent in the three considerations outlined
in Chapter 1 ecological integrity, visitor satisfaction and budget. M i l e 1 is
possible to derive indicaton, standards and management actions to fully
preserve ecological integfity in the park's backwuntry, this would likely require
site dosures and other management actions that would seriously threaten visitor
opportunities and experienœs. Likewise, full and complete monitoring of al1 trails
and campsites every year is likely to be fiscally unfeasible. A balance must be
stmck between the three considerations in developing these components of the
strategy. However, it is important to recall that maintaining ecological integrity is
Park, Canada's primary mandate. The balance must not be shifted in such a

-
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manner that results in an unacceptable compromise to resources or visitor
experience.
Implementingthis strategy will likely result in overall improvements to the
resource conditions and visitor experiences in RMNP's backcountry trails and
campsites. Currently, some resource deterioration and visitor confiict exists in
RMNP but not at levels considered severe. As well, these conditions wiii be
prevented from deteriorating to the level experienced at many other popular
parks and protected areas.
Recommendations
RMNP management must begin implernenting this strategy as soon as possible through
one or two years of field testing. The first thtee steps in the strategy have largely b e n
completed but will likely need some fine tuning prior to advancing to subsequent steps.

Provisional indicators. standards and measurement techniques should be developed
first and field tested for one or two seasons to detemine, through analysis of monitoring
results, if they are valid, feasible to monitor and have the effect that was desired when
they were developed. If not, management is advised to revisit the strategy and adjust,
eliminate or replace the necessary cornponents. ARer this testing period, the remaining
indicators and standards may be considered more or less permanent.

More data collection must occur before this strategy is likely to becorne fully operational.
In particular, park managers will have to conduct further sociological research to obtain
information on the following:
day usen (because they are not required to register);
current demographic information on usen; and
users' expedations and attitudes towards issues affecting backcountry
management.
Despite the neeâ for further data, management is encouraged to begin testing and
implemenüng this strategy using existing ecological and sociological data.
Clearîy, much work remains for RMNP to implement the backcountry visitor impact
management strategy developad in this study. However, now is the time to do so in
order to prevent ecological and social impacts from ocwrring to the extent that they do
in other popular parks and proteded amas. Stiategies to manage visitor impacts have
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been implemented in other parks and protected areas as a result of the recognition that
backcountry resources and visitor expenences have degraded to unacceptable levels.
By developing and.implementing such a strategy, future generations may enjoy the
park's beautiful and challenging backcountry, while it remains largely unimpaired, for
yeafs to corne.
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Appendix A: Backcountry Visitor Impact Management Strategy for RMNP
Objectives

The objective of this backcountry visitor impact management strategy is to maintain
ewlogical integrity in Riding Mountain National Park's (RMNP) backcountry while
allowing for appropriate visitor activities and experienœs.
Purpose

The strategy's purpose is to provide RMNP staff and management with a framework for
preventing, monitoring, measuring and mitigating impacts on backcountry resources and
visitor experiences caused by visitor andior park maintenance activities.

To meet the strategy's objective, RMNP staff and management must implement the
initial steps of the strategy and must be committed to following through with the
remaining steps that involve ongoing monitoring and management actions. Steps 1 3
have already occurred in the park but may require some revision. These steps, along
with steps 4-7, are the Crst stages of the strategy and must be implemented as soon as
possible. The remaining steps, 8-1 1. are the ongoing component of the strategy and
management must ensure that these steps follow a predetennined time line for
implementation.

Once the initial steps have been implemented and continual monitoring is undeiway,
there will likely be revisions to various components of the strategy. For example, 1 may
be detemined that the public involvement strategy is not extensive enough, the
indicaton and standards do not adequately reflect desired conditions and limits of
acceptable change or that the monitoring plan is difficult to operationalire. This strategy
is flexible enough to allow for these and other changes without comprornising its
ultîrnate objective. It is not so rigid that any difliculties in its implementation should be
considerd insurrnountable.
At any time throughout the process of implementing the strategy, changes that are
made must ôe documented and the strategy revised accordingly. These changes must
also be adequately communicated to park staff and relevant stakeholders.
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Steps in the Strategy
While the details of each step are provided in Chapter 5, the following section discusses
who should be involved in implementing each step. For example, the park's
Backcountry Working Group (BWG) will likely have a large role to play in decision
making. Further public involvement may also be necessary in certain steps. The
scientific expertise of park management and staff is required in several of the steps. As
well. staff and management must ensure that the strategy remains consistent with Parks
Canada policy and RMNP management plans. Finally, it is important to note that
developing indicaton, standards and a monitoring plan can be highly technical tasks,
requiring knowledge about sampling design and data analysis. If the planning team
does not have this expertise, the team may need to consult with experts to ensure that
these components of the strategy are valid, reliable and useful.

Step 1
Assemble an intenlisciplnary project team.
The BWG; consisting of park wardens, managers and representatives of extemal
stakeholder groups, meets the criteria of an interdisciplinary project team. The BWG
provides ncommendations and input into backcountry operational issues and will be
instrumental in implementing the backcountry visitor impact management strategy.
Develop a public involvement strategy.
Step 2
The BWG's first step should be to detemine its role in implementing the strategy and to
what extent further public involvement (e.g. surveys, public meetings) will be required.

Step 3

Develop statements of purpose, signîfïcance and primaty intetpretive
themes for the backcountry; identm backcountry planning objectives,
issues and concems,
RMNP's backcountry managers and staff and the BWG should ensure that the vision
statement for the park's backcountry appropriately addresses the backcountry's
purpose, significance and primary interpretive thernes. Planning objectives, issues and
cuncems must then be addressed.
Invenlos, cumnt risource and social conditions at each site or a chosen
sample of sites.
There should be at least one penon in the first season of implementation deâicated to
condudng site inventories.

Step 4

This analysis should be documented, usually through a combination of maps, matrixes,
photographs and text. This is a crucial first step in operationalùing the strategy since
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the conditions will then be compared to chosen standards for each condition in later
steps. However, RMNP's backcountry managers and the BWG may wish to conduct
step 5, identifying indicators, prior to inventorying the sites. This will depend on whether
there is enough time to select indicators prior to conduding the inventory in the first field
season.
ldentm key indicators of resource and social conditions fur the
backcountry.
The selection of indicators is an important step that should involve public input, either
through collaboration with the BWG or with more extensive public involvement.
However, RMNP management should consult the scientific literature andlor previous
research done on the park's resources prior to involving the BWG or other public forum.
This gives a starting point from which to begin the process of selecting indicators.

Step S

Oevelop standards for key impact indicators which define the limits of
acceptable change.
The method used to select indicaton (e.g. public consultation) should be repeated in the
process of selecting standards. Backcountry usen will likely have much to contribute
regarding their desire for acceptable backcountry conditions and their input should be
paramount in selecting standards. As well, management must ensure that standards
reflect the mandate to proted ecological integrity.

Step 6

Develop a monMing plan.
Step 7
Once site inventories have b e n conducted and indicators and standards have been
selected, a monitoring plan must be developed. The BWG must decide to what extent it
will be involved in developing this plan and whether further public involvement is
required. However, the monitoring plan is likely to involve technical details that must be
decided upon by staff or management with the necessary expertise.
Monitor resource and social indicators to compare standards and existing
conditions.
RMNP has many options regarding who will conduct the monitoring:

Sbp 8

existing $tan;
summer students;
overseas students;
ewtourism ouffitters;
research vacations;
backcountry users; and
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other stakeholders.
ldentify probable causes of impacts.
Step 9
While this task will likely be conducted by RMNP staff or management who have the
statistical data regarding visitor use patterns, it would also be beneficial to involve
backcountry users who may help explain the causes of the impacts. Infomal
discussions with users in the field or visitor sunreys would likely prove beneficial in
conducüng this task.
Step 10
/dent@ strategies for management action.
Since the actions identified dunng this step will affect both resoutces and visitor
experience, both management and users must be involved in determining the
appropriate strategies. Both the BWG and a larger sarnple of usen should be involved.
A survey of usen to gauge their attitudes towards various management strategies would
help guide management in selecting appropriate actions.

Step 11
lmplernent the chosen stretegies.
Management actions that involve physical changes such as adding or removing
facilles, site hardening and trail maintenance should be conducted by appropriate park
staff. However, usen may be encouraged to volunteer to take part in some of these
activities.
Management strategies that involve restrictions to visitor use such as site closures or
use limits must be adequately cornrnunicated to users and potential usen. Methods of
communication may include public meetings, infonnal discussions with users or
publications. To minimize potential conflict resulting from changes to backcountry
management, users must be involved in as many stages of the entire backcountry visitor
impact management strategy as possible.
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